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FORECAST
Suunny and warm today and 
Thuriday. Light winds increas­
ing to southerly 20 in the Okan­
agan and easterly 15 in the South 
TTiompson valleys during the af­
ternoon both days.
VoL 54
The HIGH AND LOWLow tonight ?ind high Thursday at Kelowna 37 and 75. Tempera­tures recorded Tuesday 39 and 67.
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3 ,5 2 0  TAXPAYERS IN KELOWNA 
HAD AVERAGE INCOME $ 3 ,2 4 3
OTTAWA—Latest taxiition figures covering 1955 
tax year show that 3,520 taxp^iyers in Kelowna district had 
an average income of $3,243 and paid average income tax 
of $259.00.
These figures of course do not include those people 
with small incomes who did not pay income taxes. The in­





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Canadian Pacific Railway 
in Western Canada today started 
restoring services reduced by the 
three-day strike of the firemen's 
union.
Teachers' Pay W ill 
Be Revealed In N.B.
EDMUNDSTON, N.B. (CP)— 
The school board in this north­
western New Brunswick city of 
12,000 has begun advertising for 
teachers to fill 130 staff vacan­
cies despite announcement by the 
New Brunswick Teachers Asso­
ciation it will consider unethical 
applications by licensed teachers 
for positions here.
The vacancies occurred when 
mfirried teachers were re 
leased and 110 teachers resigned
In Moose Jaw, John V. Forrest, 
general superintendent of the 
'Saskatchewan district, said it 
only be “a very short time” be­
fore operations were back to 
normal.
Shortly after the announcement 
that a settlement had been 
reached a CPR spokesman in 
Vancouver said that normal ser­
vices would be operating in Brit- 
because of a breakdown in negot- ish Columbia today.
School Board 
Makes Public
In order to throw further light 
on the school teacher salary 
Issue, trusses of Kelowna School 
District 23 today are making pub­
lic the individual salaries paid 
in this district.
The advertisement appears on 
Page 9 (second section) to to­
day’s Courier. A spokesman for 
the school board stated the indi­
vidual salaries are published so
iations between the local NBTA 
branch and the school board.
The board said today it plans 
to run advertisements listing pre­
sent salaries and its new pay of­
fer. The board said earlier it 
would consider it unethical for 
other school boards to hire teach­
ers who resigned.
Basic salaries set by the New 
Brunswick government r a n g e  
from $1,600 to $4,000 yearly 
Board members say actual sal­
aries here range from $2,055 to 
$5,420 and that raises up to $1,- 
350 were offered. The board said 
its final offer would cost the city 
$48,000 more a year.
CHURCH NOT INVOLVED 
A, H, Kingett of Fredericton, 
secretary-treasurer of the NBTA,
would stiU leave th^  Eklmundston 
pay scale below the provincial 
minimum to seven specific cate­
gories.
Most of the teachers resigned 
April 28. They said their contract 
would have been automatically 
renewed May 1, cutting off oppor­
tunity for further negotiations.
Four elementary schools and 
two high schools are affected. 
Total no rm al staff is 132.'The 
teachers are bilingual, with clas­
ses in both French and English.that those attending the PTA • ,
sponsored meeting Thursday Teachers who resigned or were 
evening will be able to discusus released include 20 toarned men, 
the matter in an intelUgent man- 61 unmarried women and 18 mar-
Iried womenner.
I Council Takes Steps 
t o  Tidy Boulevards
City council indicated this week 
that prosecutions would be star­
ted against householders who 
leave anything but garbage in 
the lanes or boulevards to be 
taken away by the garbage col­
lection trucks.
This decision was made after 
complaints were heard that some 
residents are deixisiting cutting.s, 
pruning.s and other assortment of 
refuse that is contrary to the
city's garbage collecting bylaw.
The time to get these things out 
for collection was in the final 
week of April, Aid. Treadgold 
asserted. “We made a special 
concession at that time to help 
in the clcan-up campaign,'' ho 
said.
Now It is up to the householder 
to transport any refuse other 
than ordinary garbage to the 
disposal grounds.
Prober Says Grit 
Knew O f List Pad
OTTAWA (CP) An Ontario
chief justice has cast doubt that 
Liberal c a n d i d a t e  James II. 
Rooney was unnwure of a plan 
by his orijanirntlon to pad voters'
ll.sl.s in Toronto St. Paul's con­
stituency in the June 10 election 
Insit year.
Chief Justice J, C. McRuor of
Parley Being 
Held In City
Quarterly meeting of the South 
Okanagan Health llntt'a board of 
health takes place this afterncxin 
In the Community Health Centre,
I Kelowna,
I \ Among the resolutions to be 
dealt with is one colling for soil 
inspection to bo made of land In 
tended for building purjwse.s bo 
fore a building is erected, Another 
V would prc.ss the provincial gov- 
7 ’ernmcnt to provide regional men- 
ik tal health .agencies on the basis 
of health unlt.s in the province, 
such agencies to provide iKitli 
preventative nnd curative ser­
vices. __ ' _____________
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW '




the Ontario High Court of Justice 
sold in a report tabled Tuc.sdoy 
in the Commons:
"It is incredible that any plan 
to have 474 or more 'flctltlou.s 
namc.s added to the list of elect­
ors, and to hove persons at the 
polls to vote in those names, 
could Ih) laid out or carried Into 
execution without Mr. Rooney’s 
knowledge." '
His rc|)ort ns commissioner of 
an Investigation into Irregulari­
ties in the constituency was, con 
tained in. the report of Chief 
Electoral Officer Nel.son Cnstoa 
guny who had ordered the lo 
qulry.
Tl)c chief Justice said ''there; 
was a well-planned ihelhod of
T. R. Alexander, Saskatoon dis 
trict superintendent for the CPR, 
said he expected the Prince Al- 
bert-Regina train and the local 
from Saskatoon to Lanigan to re­
sume tonight on schedule. Both 
services have been suspended 
since the strike began.
UNION LEADERS HAPPY
Four local passenger or mixed 
trains in and out of Winnipeg 
were cancelled Tuesday. The four 
were the Regina-Souris-Winnipeg; 
Lyleton - Deloraine - Winnipeg: 
Estevan-Brandon and Winnipeg- 
Fort William.
Union leaders across Western 
Canada expressed pleasure that 
the strike had ended.
“The morale of the men was 
gipqcLJtoiPug^Qut;, b u t . they.Ti,-am 
happy to see a s e t t l e m e n t  
reached,” said John Hetta, chair­
man of the firemen’s union to 
Regina.
The Winnipeg strike headquar­
ters was a scene of wild jubila­
tion as firemen came in off the 
picket lines. D. R. Colpitts, spe­
cial general organizer of the fire­
men’s union to Manitoba, said the 
first fireman to return to duty 
wi. • called less than 30 minutes 
after settlement was announced.
In Saskatoon two yard engine 
crews reported for duty immedi 
ately. The first crew was put to 
work by midnight and the sec­
ond followed 30 minutes later.
SE'i'TLEMENT
The Kellock royal commission, 
established by the federal govern­
ment in 1957 to study the diesel 
firemen dispute which resulted in 
the firemen’s strike against the 
CPR last Sunday, recommended:
1. That firemen are not re­
quired on diesel locomotives in 
freight and yard service of the 
CPR, including the subsidiaries, 
Quebec Central and Dominion At­
lantic Railways.
2. Adoption of the company pro­
posal for a gradual removal <Jf its 
some 2,400 firemen in freight and 
yard service over an estimated 
10-year period. Immediate re­
moval of 475 lower seniority fire 
men to duty as trainmen or yard 
men.
3. The dropping of "arbitrar- 
ics”—payment for certain time 
for firemen whether or not they 
work the full time—in favor of 
payment for hours worked.
4. That the so-called "mountain 
differential" for firemen in 'the 
Rockies—worked out on a com 
plox ba.sis of mileage travelled 
and hours worked—be reduced,
TERMS OF AGREEMENT
Tonns of the n g r e e m o n t 
reached in Montreal Tuc.sday 
night between the company and 
Brothorliood of Locomotive
GRAHAM SAYS U.S. 
MUST SEEK GOD
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —At­
tacks on Vice-President Nixon 
in South America indifate anti- 
American feeling that will gain 
momentum unless the United 
States turns to God, evangelist 
Billy Graham declared Tuesday 
night.
Graham tald an audience of 
15,400 to the 16,500-seat Cow 
Palace that Americans had 
long been warned to treat 
others as equals.
Three hundred and eighty- 
one members of the audience 
accepted Graham’s invitation 
to make a "decision for 
Christ.”
Officers Brush Off 
Premier's Appeals
B U L L E T IN
LONDON ( . \F ) —The F ren ch  E m b a ssy  sa y s  It h a s  Informa*  
tion that G en. Jacques M assu , h ead  o f the Junta in  A lc ler s . 
has bow ed to P aris  authority. T he em b assy  c la im s th e  para­
chute gen era l h a s  accep ted  G en . R aoul Balan a s  th e  repre­
sen ta tive  of the French governm ent in  A lgeria . S a lan  is  th e  
m ilitary  com m and er for A lg er ia . '
TARGET OF COM M UNIST OUTRAGES
Arm or Helps 
Troops Hold 
Beirut Order
Richard Nixori' is ohe of the fi­
gures involved to current world 
unrest. Mr. Nixon has been spat
ing' a cllplotoatic Visit to Ven­
ezuela. President Eisenhower 
blames the outrages on Com­
munists.
BEIRUT. Lebanon (CP) — Ar­
mored cars and tanks today 
helped army troops maintain or­
der in this tense city as Presi­
dent Camille Chamoun conferred 
for the second successive day 
with the Big-Three Western am­
bassadors.
A clash between rival political 
groups was reported at Beit ed 
Din near Chamoun’s country res­
idence, 40 miles southeast of 
Beirut. This followed a mass 
March Tuesday night toward the 
president’s residence^
Lebanese fighter planes were 
reported to have strafed the 
marchers and dispersed them.
The U.S. Embassy meanwhile 
sent a ship today to pick up 53 
Americans to Tripoli after get­
ting reports the situation is seri­
ous in that north Lebanese port 
as a result of. anti-government 
lemonstrators.
PARIS (Reuters) — France’s new government today ap­
pealed unsuccessfully to the rebellious army in Algeria to rc* 
cognize its authority as the nation stood in danger of' civil war. 
Catholic Premier Pierre Pflimlin, elected to office early to­
day, and President Rene Coty both made radio appeals to the 
junta of army officers and right-wing French civilians which 
seized power in Algiers Tuesday night to back demands for a 
policy of strength in Algeria.
Local army commanders In 
five areas of Algeria cabled mes­
sages of support to the 51-year- 
old premier, but in most of the 
North African territory renewed 4V;'-' 
strikes and mass demonstrations 
supported the new ' "committee \  
of public safety.” Admiral Philipe ^
Aboyneau, c o m m a n d e r  of 
France’s Mediterranean f l e e t ,  
pledged his support of the army 
rebels.
Within 12 hours of taking over 
as France’s 25th post-war pre­
mier, Pflimlin banned demon­
strations and public meetings 
throughout Franch, halted all air 
and sea travel to Algeria and an­
nounced that 50 of 150 right-wing 
leaders arrested here Tuesday 
night will be tried for "subver­
sive activities.”
Jacques Soustelle, ardent sup­
porter of wartime premier Gen.
P IE R R E  PFL IM L IN  
.  . fa ce s  F ren ch  cr is is
OTTAWA (GP3 — The loser’s 
sportsmanship d r e w  applause 
from the winner—and the winner 
refused to gloat.
That was the picture when 
Prime Minister Diefenbaker and 
Liberal Leader Pearson crossed 
swords in House of Commons de­
bate Tuesday.
It was their first such meeting 
since the March 31 election gave 
Mr, Diefenbaker’s Progressive 
Conservatives 208 members to 
the 265-seat Commons, There are 
49 Liberals.,
Mr. Pearson congratulated the 
prime minister in what he called 
a sincere if somewhat rueful 
tribute,” and discussed at jocular 
length his party’s present lot.
Mr. Diefenbaker, who followed, 
said at once he was not going to 
relive the elctlon campaign in 
any way.”
'ITicn he turned to the congrat-
r
n
ulations . he had received from 
Mr. Pearson and said:
"One of the great and abiding 
characteristics of our system of 
government is that spirit which 
was exhibited here this afternoon 
by my honorable friend (Mr. 
Pearson). . ,
“It was fine and generous and, 
if I may say so, revealed a de­
lightful touch of that attitude of 
sportsmanship which is charac­
teristic of our system and not for­
eign to him.”
The Liberal leader congratu­
lated Mr. Diefenbaker and hi.s 
associates on what he called 
"their decisive, if from our point 
of view, regrettable victory on 
March 31,” and added:
"I am afraid that for us at 
that time it wa.s not a question 
of ‘the ides of March’ but the 




Charles de Gaulle, was placed un­
der police "protection” in Paris 
shortly before he was due to fly 
to Algiers.
Upon seizing power Tuesday 
night, the junta demanded de 
Gaulle’s return as French pre­
mier,
Gen. Raoul Salan, commander 
of 400,000 French forces fightjng 
Algerian . nationalist , tosurgbnts, 
announced in Algiers he had tem­
porarily assumed civil and mili­
tary powers in Algeria from this 
morning.
In Paris, nearly an hour later 
the Pflimlin regime announced 
after an emergency cabinet meet­
ing that it had “charged General 
Salan” with maintaining order to 
Algiers.
Salan announced, however, he
agreement with the Junta which it 
headed by paratrooper Gen. 
Jacques Massu, a leader of the 
Anglo-French Suez attack.
Massu, who also fought to tha 
Second World' War and to Ino« 
china, denounced Pflimlin’s "sur­
render government” and appeal? 
ed to de Gaulle to "back his 
silencq and form a government of 
bviblic .safety,” . : '
De Gaulle sat in Ijls Paris of­
fice and waited.
Basis of the Algerian crisis lies 
in the determination of the mili­
tary, the right-wing and the 1,- 
000,000 French settlers in Algeria 
to yield nothing In the guerrilla 
war being waged by the Moslem 
majority. Fears of a Paris "sur­
render” to the Arab rebels touch-
Tories W ill Fight Slump 
W ith $6 Billions Outlay
OTTAWA (CP) —FieldMarshal 
.Viscount Montgomery said today 
that at least 25 per cent of Can­
ada’s defensive strength should 
l)e in manned fighter planes .̂
He thus inadvertently entered 
the Canadian controversy over 
whether the government should 
proceed with production of the 
supersonic Arrow fighter.
Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, former 
chief of the Canadian Army gen­
eral staff and a personal friend 
of Montgomery’s had advocated 
scrapping the Arrow and placirtg 
emphasis on missiles.
Montgomery, deputy supreme 
commander of the Allied powers 
to Europe, also made these other 
points at a press conference;
1. Assumption of civil power by 
French generals in Algeria was 
a "monstrous thing to do.”
2. The danger of a third world 
war had receded “Into the dis­
tance" — provided the West did 
not allow its military strength to 
run down.
3. Communist pressure on the 
West was Increasing, particularly 
in the economic sphere.
4. The summit meeting, po.s 
slbly with only the United States 
and Ru.ssia attending, should be a 
"quiet talk between the bosses '
was assuming full power inled off the crisis.
DeGaulle W aits
Firemen nnd Englncmcn (CLC) 
to end the strike were:
1, No more firemen will be 
hired for .service on freight nnd 
yard diesels. '
2. Except for .some 73 men 
hired since April 1, 1!)56, and laid 
off last Sunday, all present 
freight nnd yard diesel firemen 
will stay at their Jobs until rc: 
moved by promotion, retirement 
or dentil. Under this gradual 
.system pf elimination, it will take 
nn,c,stlmntcd 17 years before all 
CPR freight nnd yard diesels arc 
run without firemen.
,1. Tile reduction to arbltrnrlos 
nnd mountain differentials will 
b9 negotiated.
4, No employee will be subject
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adding the nnme,s of fictitious to recrimination or discipline be 
liersons or persons with ficlltlnus| cause of the strike 
addrcs.sc.s to the list of electors 
adopted by certain of Mr. Roô  
ney's ngent.s.”
He referred .specifically to Mr.s,
Nora Conacher Gamlile, 41, (me 
of four |H*r««iis convicted of 
gery. She was sentenced to six 
months. She had sought to take 
full responsibility for the ILst pad­
ding. . ' '
• "I cannot find Ihijit she Is n re­
liable witness |»nd my 'conCluRton 
Is that it is inconcdvnbl|e\ that 
she was the only one re.-ipon-slble"
Chief Justice Mcllucr said.
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OTTAWA (CP) — Unprocc- 
cionted federal spending, to fight 
the recession nnd cover a spec­
tacular rise In social welfare 
coals. Is In store for Canada this 
year.
The Progressive Conservative 
government, mapping out its fis­
cal inogram, Tuesday informed 
Parliament it will need at loa.st 
a record $5,734,343,555 to cover 
Its 19.58-50 operations, including 
old age pension outlays.
On top of this will be hospital 
Insurance payments nnd other 
unpredictable costs that may 
boost federal spending to beyond 
the $G,0(M),000,000 mark, officials 
said.
Indications are that over - all 
federal expenditures will bo be­
tween $.100,000,000 niid $600,000,- 
000 higher than outlays in the 
last fiscal .year which ended 
Marcli 31.
In addition the government will 
ask for |iarllnmontnr,v authority 
to make .some $225,000,000 in var­
ious loans nnd investments, a 
rise of $38,300,000 in this category 
(I'otn last year.
In moves to create moi*e jobs, 
the adniiiiistiatioii has decided to 
iHMKst it.i public worka program 
by some $.16,000,000 to $937,000,- 
000 to p r o v i d e  more roads, 
wharves, hnrliors, airports nnd 
other fadUties. '
But the big feature of the 1958- 
.59 csHuiatea of expeiidlturcs Is 
not so nuch tlie public works ns 
climbing Rodnl wdfnri! costs now 
edging closer to the nUe of the
defence budget.
H E A V Y  BORROWING
All this will mean heavy gov­
ernment borrowing in tho money 
markets. There arc some indica­
tions tho budget this year may 
show a deficit of ns much a 
$000,000,000—but the actual size 
will d e p e n d  oh how much the 
government feels it will need he 
yond tho main estimates of $.5,- 
700,000.000.
PARIS (Reuters)—Gen. Charles 
de Gaulle, who led France out of 
Nazi occupation, sat behind his 
desk in a barely-furnished office 
today, awaiting the nation’s call 
to lead it out of its present crisis.
The leaders of the army junta 
that has taken over control of Al­
geria in defiance of the National 
Assembly in Paris are demand­
ing that de Gaulle assume com­
mand in an authoritarian "gbv 
ernment of public safety.” 
Despite pressure from many 
sides, the 67-year-old general is 
unlikely to take an active hand 
in the crisis without an Invitation 
frqm constitutional nuthoritie.s.
For him to assume legal lead­
ership of the country, it would be
B.C. 'Phone Rate 
S tudy Postponed
OTTAWA (CP) — Hearing of 
an application to Increase Brit­
ish Columbia telephone rate.s has 
been postponed to May 26, the 
hoard of transport commissioners 
nnnoiiiiccd today. Tlio hearing 
will take place in Vancouver, It 
had originally been sclicdulcd for 
May 20.
necessary first for the president 
of the republic, Rene Coty, to 
empower him to do so and for 
parliament to endorse him.
This is the procedure that da 
Gaulle himself always has up* 
held.
Head of the Free French dur* 
ing and after the war, de Gaulle 
told this correspondent only ' a ' 
few weeks ago that a breakdown 
of France’s parliamentary and 
governing machinery was bound 
to come.
"I do not know exactly when 
thq system will be swept away, 
but it is certain that It will be— 




WASHINGTON (AP) — United 
States Marines nnd paratroopers, 
hastily dispatched to Caribbean 
bases, .stood ready today to ro- 
Vond if Venezuela asks help in 
protecting Richard Nixon, 
Prcslclenl Elsenhower ordered 
the 1,000 troops to the Caribbean 
Tuesday after angry, jccriiw 
street mobs in Caracas, Vent- 
zuela's cnpitnl, nssmilted the 
American vice-president's nuUi- 
mohile caravan with rocks, sticks 
and eggs.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower said today mob 
violence against Vice » Preslclent 
Richard Nixon to South America 
appears to reflect a pattern of 
Communist inspiration nnd ex* 
ploitution. '
But, he told a press conference, 
he believes economic, troubles 
are partly rcsponsiblo for tho 
anti-American domrinstratlons to 
such countries ns Venezuela nnd 
Peru.
PENTICTON BREAKWATER IMPROVEMENT PLANNED
Ottawa To Aid Valley FIbbd Control
' OTTAWA (C P )-P u b lic  works 
appropriations for tho western 
provlncc.s in the 1958-59 estimates 
Include:
B rittsli Uoliim liln
Campbell River-public build­
ing $225,001); ComoX’ -(• public 
building $40,000; Duncan — im­
proved nccoinmcMlation for tho 
IHistal service $‘2.50,000; Port Al- 
heriil ~  public liulidlng $35(),00()! 
Sidney putitic ’ huildinu—addition 
and alterations $6.5,000;
Vnneouver—cu.Htoms examining 
warehouse — nltcrntions, repairs 
nnd Improvements $125,000; Van 
couver—old fixternl building—a! 
terntlons, repnlni nnd Imjirove 
ments $375,000; . Vancouver—jxist 
office jiuilding — mail linndling 
equipment—to complete 8400,OIK); 
Vancouver —  postaLaUiton West
Vancouver (llollyburn) $1.50,()0l(); 
Westvlcw — public building — to 
coin|)leto $30,000.
Yukon—N ertliw est 'territories  
Aklnvlk Eftsl Ihrce — housing 
for federal government employ­
ees $750,000; Aklnvlk East Three 
--public building $275,000; Akln­
vlk East Tliree—townslte devcl- 
«pment~»to complete $.500,00(1; 
•Fort'Smith—housing for federal 
government employees |42,5,7(10; 
Whitehorse—housing for federal 
government employees—to com­
plete $80,000: Whitehorse public 
building — exteniMon to trucking 
area $32,000; Yellowknife—hmis 
ing for federal government cm' 
ploycesi-to complete $395,700. 
B ritish  C olum bia arid Yiikoh  
Bella Bella ~r breakwater Im 
prove m e  n t i  816,500; Campbell
River—towards’ harbor Improve 
ments $65,000; ChemnInus — Im­
provements $30,000; C o m 0 x — 
breakwater repairs $'20,000; Fra­
ser River — dredging $535,000; 
Fraser River—towards improve­
ments $301(500; GIb.son’s Landing
harl>or improvements $110,000;
Harrison Tlot Springs — brook- 
water $54,000; Heriot B)»y—float 
ext<'nslon $23,000; Kelsey Bay 
Improve m e n t s  $35,000; Kusko- 
i)(a»k—wharf $17,500; Ladysmith 
—Irnnt harbor $)20,000;
Nanaimo—assembly wharf—ex­
tension —̂ to complete $125,000; 
N e w  Mnfi.set — improvememts 
$56,000; Ocopn Falls — floats 
$76,000; Okahngnn flood control 
project — federal gcjvefnmcnt's 
share of cost — to complete 
$85,000} '
Penticton — breakwater Im? 
provement.H $29,0()0; Port AllMjrnl 
assembly wharf—TCpnlrs $02,* 
000; Port Albernl—Improvement* 
to fishing harbor $47,000; Prlnco 
Rupert (Falrvlew Boy) — h n iW  
Improvements $47,000; Prince Hu* 
pert (.Sourdough Bay), — deport* 
ment whorf $27,500; St'yinouf ' 
Narrows — removal of Itipplo , 
Rock—to complete $300,000; ■ 
Solntula (Rough Bny)--towardjf 
boat harbor $2.50,000; Siilllvnti 
Bay -— float and shed $20,000$ 
Ucuclet West ^ iH oot rccon.struo f 
tIon $20,000;' ‘VAtM'fida « - Horbor; 
Improvemtints fjn',000; "Vancow* . 
ver (False CrCCjt) — dredginff 
fOO.ftoO; Vancovvor (False Creek)
—ffshlng httrlwt' — to cem nkto  




Centennial Committee Broke Even 
On Symphony Orchestra Appearance
Major performance, set for the ance at the childryi’s matinee 




field at athletic oval. An hour’s 
concert by the band will precede 
the drill patterns by the riders. 
The band will play a few num­
bers after the musical riders dis­
perse, too.
Kelowna’s centennial commit 
tee
Gratitude to the citizens of 
Kelowna Cor the "many courtes­
ies. kindnesses and receptions ex­
tended to us during our 12 days 
in Kelowna’’ has been expressed 
by the mayor of Belleville, home
_of the McFarlands who defeated
ri..h Kni,. -at. KeloArna Packers m a fuU-length
TOG D A IL Y  C O im iG B
WED.. MAY 14. IMS
for the evening concert.
Aid. Jackson also told city 
council Monday night that the 
final plans are being made now 
for another major centennial at­
traction—the visit here late in 
July of the famed RCMP musical 
broke even’’ on the Vancou-j ride and band. An RCMP officer 
ver Symphony Orchestra’s ap-ILad visited the' city last week 
pcarance here, but “we are happy [completing arrangements and 
to have been able to bring to the suggestiing admittance prices, 
people of Kelowna and district Mr. Jackson, who is chairman 
the best in entertainment." . of the city’s centennial commit- 
Thus Aid. Arthur Jackson sura- tee. said that the minimum prices 
med up last week’s centennial would prevail because it was the 
concert that drew a large attend- committee’s desire that as many
persons as possible see the re­
nowned performers. He did not 
elaborate on what admission 
prices would be.
CONCERT IN PARK 
While the official date for the 
RCMP performance here is July 
30 .the troup will arrive the after­
noon or evening before. Horses 
John Alfred Lindahl, 73, a na-|y^jji stabled on the old KSM 
tive of Sweden, passed away at;property at Doyle and Water, 
his Kelowna home Saturday. | On July 30, the band and hprse- 
Mr. Lindahl came to this con-j men will parade to the park in 
tinent in 1903. He moved from the i the afternoon for a short free con- 
band to Grande Prairie in the cert on the roadway outside the
Riding Club would help with tak 
ing care of the horses, and the 
Kelowna Lions Club would assist 
in ticket-taking and policing. ’The 
concert area will be fenced in for 
the RCMP concert and musical 
ride.
J. A. Lindahl 
Passes Away
Charles Ennis 
Dies A t Coast
final series for the Allan Cup 
Mayor Gerald B. Hyde, in his 
letter to Mayor R. F. Parkinson 
of Kelowna, wrote that It was tha 
"sincere wish of each of us that 
this scries may prove to be the 
beglnnltjg of a real kinship be­
tween the beoplc of out two grow­
ing cities.”
Simpson-Sears 
Fire Loss Not 
Yet Complete
Loss In the fire that destroyed 
the Simpson-Sears building in 
March still is not fully computed, 
according to Fire Chief Charles 
Pctlman In Ms report for April, 
read at Monday night’s city 
council meeting.
Loss so far from that fire camp 
to $10<J,235.23, the fire chief re­
ported.
April saw 10 fire calls, he went 
on, one of the calls resulting In '  
a fairly heavy loss.
’The ambulance made 38 calls, 
25 of them in the city. One of the’The cross on St. Paul’s cathed-...... .......  - . . , w ,
ral at London. England is 365138 calls was lor use of the inhal- 
feet above the ground. ator. . __________________ _
ARENA DAMAGED BY FIRE
Loss in the short-lived blaze 
at Memorial Arena Tuesday 
could be from 5500 to 51.000, it 
was learned from a reliable 
source today. Final estimate 
will not be available until latef. 
ABOVE picture shows the fire­
men battling the blaze above 
the coffee bar just over the 
main entrance to the arena.
’The blaze, according to Fire 
Chief Charles Pettman started 
in the wall insulation by a wel­
der’s cutting torch. Most of the
damage, however, occurred to 
the front (east* wall. Several 
windows had to be broken by 
firemen to get at the smoulder­
ing lire, which was extinguish­
ed within a matter of minutes. 
(Courier staff photo—prints
available.)
CITY FATHERS AT WORK
Council Turns Down Bid Of $25.00 
For Building A t Recreation Park
Offer of $25 for the old care-.side of 7(X)-block Bailiie Ave.), to 
taker’s building at Recreation Heinzman and Ward for $200 and
"‘^^ithe latter authorizes the sale of 
lot 6, plan 1304 (east side of 900-
councll Monday night.
It was the only offer received 
by deadline, though another offer 
of 575 came later.
Council felt there was at least 
$75 worth of salvageable material 
In the building, so it will be torn 
down by the city.
RCMP REPORT for month of 
April showed the city received 
$913 revenue in fines and $87 in 
costs: there were 19 bicycles 
stolen and 11 recoverd; 102 meals 
were provided for prisoners at a 
total cost of $66.30, and 3,693 
miles were logged by police cars 
•on city detail.
• TRADE LICENCE for Narod 
'Construction Ltd., 1672 West Sec­
ond Ave.. Vancouver, doing con- 
•tract work on the lake bridge, 
xvas granted by city council.
‘ ANOTHER OFFER to buy one
of the 33-foot induustrial lots on 
Gaston Ave., has been received. 
Latest Was from C. D. Gaddes, 
who tendered $200 on behalf of 
an unidentified clinct. This is the 
same price accepted recently for 
an adjacent lot. Intended sale of 
the property will be posted at the 
city hall. What the lot will be 
used for wasn’t made known.
THREE READINGS were given 
Bylaw 1975 which authorizes the 
purchase of lots 1 to 19 inclusive 
and lots 22 to 24 inclusive, plan 
1502. from the Land Settlement 
Board, as an addition to the 
Ellison airport.
FINAL READING was given 
to Bylaws 1969 and 1970 Monday 
night. The former authorizes the 
sale of lot 36. plan 1014 (south
block Richter St.) to Bert Bohnen 
and Philomena Mary Bohnen for 
$225.
COUNCIL WILL press for more 
spraying of the city following 
several complaints about moS' 
quitoes. Council was told that the 
breeding spots in the district had 
been taken care of but no spray­
ing had been done inside the city 
as yet. ' •
ALD. WINTER, council’s rep­
resentative on the Kelowna Rec­
reation Commission, told council 
that KRC’s funds are being 
turned over to the city where a 
separate account will be set up. 
Future cheques would be issued 
by the city.
FINAL READING of Bylaw 
1971, amending the Fire Limits 
and Building Regulatioris Bylaw 
by deleting the definition of 
storey therein and substituuting 
the definition of storey as con­
tained in the National Building 
Code, was given Monday night.-'-
ed at Spruce Lake, Saskatchewan Aquatic, 
before coming to Kelowna in 1932.
Here he married the former Eve­
lyn Flintoft of this city.
Mr. Lindahl had been employ­
ed by Roweliffe Canneries for 
over 15 years, and worked as a 
steam engineer at Tranquille for 
five years.
He is survived by his wife, a 
son, Stanley of Kelowna; one 
daughter, Vera in Kelowna (Mrs.
H. Bradford); four grandchildren; 
two brothers, Peter in Vancou­
ver and Godfrey in Mission City 
and two sisters, Mrs. J. Malino 
and Miss Annie Lindahl, both in 
Vancouver.
Funeral services were held 
from Evangel Tabernacle this 
afternoon* conducted by Rev. P.
A. Gaglardi, Rev. H. Catrano and 
Rev. Cameron Stevenson. Inter­
ment followed in Kelowna ceme­
tery. Day’s Funetal Service was 
in charge of arrangements.
E. Archibald and W. Broening 
of Kamloops: Charles Cousins of 
Penticton: S. R. Ling of Vancou­
ver and Hugh Borland and J.
Berteig of Winfield acted as pall­
bearers.
Funeral Rites 
A re Conducted 
For Ronnie Bell
A well-known sportsman and 
horticulturist passed away sud­
denly in Vancouver Saturday.
, He was Charles Irwin Ennis, 
63. a former Kelowna resident.
Mr. Ennis came to Kelowna in 
1947 from Pybrock, Alberta, 
where for a number of years he 
had been a grain buyor.
Mr. Ennis operated a green 
house in Rutland for some time. 
He was also an enthusiastic 
curler.
Surviving is his wife Dogni in 
Kelowna and two daughters; Fern 
(Mrs. Ron McKenzie' in Kel­
owna, and Audrey (Mrs. Elwin 
Harvey) in Edmonton.
Funeral service was held from 
Day's Chapel of Remembrance 
this afternoon. Rev. J. A. B. 
Adams officiated. Interment fol­
lowed in Kelowna cemetery, with 
members of the Canadian Legion 
conducting graveside rites. Act­
ing as oallbearcrs were Wm. 
Wood, George May, George An­
derson, E. L. Adams, Victor 
Towler and Cyril Gillard.
L A W N -B O Y  s a y s i
Feature 
after feature 
after feature. . .
L R IU n - B O V
THI UNCHAIUNOIO llADit
Funeral service for Ronnie Bell, 
13-year-old son of Mr. and JJrs 
Alex Bell of Rutland was held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem 
brance yesterday. Rev. J. A. B. 
Adams conducted the service.
Ronnie passed away suddenly 
at his home last Sunday.
A grade seven student at Rut­
land Junior High school, he was 
very fond of outdoor sports and 
an active member of the Rut­
land Scout Troop.
Besides his parents, Ronnie is 
survived by two brothers, David 
and Bruce: a sister, Margaret 
and his uncle and grandfather at 
home.
Patrol leaders of the Rutland 
Scout Troop were pallbearers.
"Canopy Sign" Controversy 
S e ttle d -^F o r Time
The "canopy sign” controversy^ 
has ben settled—for the time be­
ing at least.
And city council has gained the 
decision.
Today, Dyck’s Drugs has its 
"canopy sign" over the front of 
the store, but it is at 10 feet, not 
at the eight or nine feet hoped 
for by John Dyck and the com­
pany that manufactured the sign, 
which claimed it was a canopy 
and not a sigh, and compromised 
by calling it a canopy sign.
Aid. Ernest Winter, head of a 
committee charged with revising 
the city’s bylaws covering build- 
ing.s and zonings, told city coun­
cil Monday night that three suc­
cessive Wednesday afternoons 
were used up by the committee 
dealing with the canopy sign con­
troversy and arriving at a deci­
sion on how the revised bylaws
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would cover the situation.
While the new bylaw still has 
not been completed, the commit­
tee has decided that its conditions 
will require a sign to be placed 
at a minimum of 10 feet above 
the sidewalk, while a canopy may 
be, placed at eight feet. This is 
similar to the former (actually 
the present)' bylaw.
However, if names are put on 
canopies, they will have to be a 
maximum of 12 inches in height. 
If the advertising is more than 
12 inches, then the canopy will 
be construed as a sign and the 
structure will have to be erected 
at 10 feet or more.
Mr. Dyck told the Daily Cour 
ier the canopy sign had been set 
at 10 feet, but that it does not 
look right, due to the peculiar 
features of the front of the build­
ing. He said another canopy sign 
likely will be made by the manu­
facturers to conform with the 
cornice on the building and with 
the city’s intended new bylaw.
M rs . C. E. Hugel 
Funeral R ites 
Friday 3 p.m.^
Funeral services wiU be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance Friday afternoon at 
o’clock for Mrs. Clara Ethel 
Hugel, a resident of the Rutland 
district since 1955. Rev. J. E. W. 
Snowden will conduct the service.
Born in Missouri 73 years ago, 
Mrs. Hugel accomoanied her hus­
band to 'Grande Prairie in the 
Peace River district in 1921, 
where they farmed until moving 
to the Okanagan three years ago. 
Mrs. Hugel was a member of 
the Anglican church in Rutland.
Surviving Mrs. Hugel are two 
sons, Henry and Edward, in 
Grande Prairio; four daughters, 
Elsie (Mrs. C. Jebb) in Grande 
Prairie, Mabel (Mrs. K. Davis) 
in Dinsdale, Alberta, Marie (Mrs. 
M. Davis) in Wimberly, Alberta 
and Idclla (Mrs. H. Masse) at 
home. Also surviving are eleven 
grandchildren, seven great-grand­
children and two sisters in the 
U.S.
Joseph Neigum, N. Tales, J  
Winston, John Hibber, H. R. Wick 
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Kelowna branch of tlic Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals has added it.s voice to 
the many protests being made 
over private zoos following the 
recent Irngedy nenr Nnnnlmo.
Kclownn’s protest went bv tele­
gram to Conservation and Rocrc-' 
ntlon Minister Earle We.stwnod, 
this week’s r«;gulnr, bl-montlily 
meeting was told,
Ati| elght-ycar-old girl was kill­
ed by a lioness that escaped from 
a private zoo at Wellington, six 
miles from Nanaimd,
The Kelowna branch nl.so has 
forwarded a letter to Mr. West- 
wood urging the goverh(nent to 
Bubstituti; wild life snnctuarle.s for 
private zoos, Evpry m(>mlH'r at 
the mooting signed the letter, 
LICENCE DOGS 
Acting .chairman Henry ’Aitt 
al.so urged dog owner;? In Tlie 
rural districts around Kelowna to 
have their dogs licensed nnd 
tasiged ,so that the SPCA Inspec­
tor mny get in touch with the 
owner in ense the dog (a found in­
jured or sick.
The branch also decic^cd again 
to remind all owncr-s oriwCs not 
to leave them unattended while 
the owners are absent on vaca­
tion, I
Before the meeting closed with 
the showing of two films, Miss 
Joan Hamblin was elected to the 
executive. ' ,
M rs . E. K lihgbeil 
Dies A t Coast
Funeral service, for the late 
Mrs. Esther Klingbeil, 932 Stock- 
well Avenut;, who pa.ssod away 
in Vancouver General Hospital 
Friday, will be hold from Bethel 
Baptist church Mny 16 at 1:30 
p.m. Rev. E. Martin will conduct 
the service.
Mrs. Klingbeil was active In 
church and political activities in 
her community when her health 
porrriitted. Born in Benusejour, 
Manitoba, 44 years ago, she came 
with her hu.sband and son to Kel 
ownn in 1948.
Besides her husband, Edward 
nnd son Allan, Mrs, Klingbeil Is 
survived by her mother, Mrs 
Mary Getz, in Kelowna: two sis 
ttrs and three brothers.
The service will bo followed by 
Interment in Kelowna cemetery 
Day's Funeral Service have been 
entrusted with arrangements.
hi
The Foirlona 500—sleek, trimlines and 
Thunderbird GO make it style and 
performance champion of its class.
Ford's strength is
Just one look and you’U know why this 
great new Ford is every man’s favorite 
land-craft. Here ia new s ty le  in  steel. New 
low, lean lines th a t linger with you long 
after you lose sight of the sculptured rear 
deck. Inside, hne-car appointments and 
trim you’d expect to find only in higher 
priced cars.
But look again I There’s brawn beneath the 
beauty. Ford’s strength begins with the
Ford’s exclutivo Olanl-Orip Double- 
Sealed Brahes nrp self-onergizing, 
provide (luporior braking power, 
are ruggedly built for longer life.
frame itself—the great new 'Inner Ford.’ Its 
heavy frame rails are bowed out to let you 
ride in side  the chassis for maximum safety 
and comfort; and i t’s welded, braced and 
bonded to form one incredibly strong and 
silent unit.
These and other quality features ■ are 
standard in every Ford a t no extra cost to 
you. See your Ford Dealer soon, for tho 




• Tlie hnni nr sufjnr maple Is the 
largest and most valunld*' for
Umber of 'several maple species ter nnd supimer vacations, for 
6.45 nallvo to Canada. , every size budget.
Eldorado Arms 
Gets Listing 
In  Hines Guide
Eldorado Arms Hotel at Oka­
nagan Mission ,has rcpclved na­
tional recognition in tho 1058 edi­
tion of bunenn Hlne.s "Vnention 
Guido," jjist off the press, ' 
\ The re-sort is ntnong 1,000 se­
lected vacation spots on tills con 
tnen t recommended by Hines,
This Is tho thirteenth printing 
of the 384 page travel guide Imok, 
a companiup edition to the other 
two Hines travel liooks, "Adveiv 
ture In Good Eating" and ’’IxKlg 
ing For a Night’’. The books have 
1)0,en used by miUlnns of Ameri­
cans for nearly a quarter of a 
century. >
Top resorts arc listed for win
8 IX o r V - 8
th e  g o in g
is  g r e a t  I FORD
May is Safety Month 
Check your car 
O' Check your driving 
•’'C heck accidents
Rid* Stabilixar. Ford builds in this 
front stnbilizor bnr on all mwlels. 
Gives you inoro posltivp steering 
control, greater riding comfort.
F o r  e x t r a  b u i l t - i n  q u a l i t y  
b t  n o  e x t r a  c o s t  t o  y o u ,  ,  ,  
s e e  y o u r ^ ^ ^  d e a l e r !
(rtrlulii /e iO i'M  Iltv$n,le4 ,r mmllonttl ,r t  ",il„4ar4" m  i,m t  n t S / l i ,  t in m u l »l n ir ,  totl i"«
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F o r y o u r  p ic n ic  p la n s , w e 'v
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Pork &  Beans Sweet Biscuits
. tf 5 i
> A
•.
15 oz. tin  .  .  -  .
Taste Tells I D av id 's - 1 3  Varieties to Choose From
« I
4 fo r 49c I 16 oz. pkg. .  . ........... 39c
' «
N  «
•• ?  " r /  U
i .  yc
\ p '
Green Peas Ice Cream
Town House Fancy
4 fo r 79c I Half Gallon
Party Pride
Sieve 3 's ,
15  oz. tin  .  .  -  -
Potato
Nalley's
IO V2 oz. carton .  .  .  .  .  .
Empress Pure
59c 1 2 4  oz. tin  -  -  -  -  -  53c
For a Picnic to remember . . . vou 'll need









4 8  oz. tin  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Sea Trader
7%  o z .tin  -  -  -  - For Shppping 
and Picnic Needs .  .  each
Sweet M ixed
Rose,
2 4 o z . ja r  .  .  .  .  -  -
Taste Tells BAGS
Hawaiian Shirts
la rg e , Medium
and Small . . .  .  each




W hite or Chocolate,
Robin Hood, 15y2 0Z. pkg. -
Fresh Frozen
Bel-A ir,
15  oz. carton -  .. 2 fo r 75c
Sunkist Frozen
6 oz. tin. . . . .  2 for 35c
Brocade,
Complexion .  -  -
6 0 's  -  -  .  . 
Zee, Colored,
French Fries FISH &  CHIPS
\  Bel-Air Rupert Brand
Frozen,
9  oz. carton .  .
Frozen, 
I60Z. pkg. i. ■ m
■ I I , I I r
Assorted
Flavors -  ~ .  .  .
I ' . I
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Prices E ffective M ay 14th to  17th 
in you r Kelowna and Vernon Stores
Safeway w ill be closed fo r the  V ic to ria  Day 
H oliday, M onday, M ay 19th
For a real mouth w aterin ' 
Picnic treat take plenty of 
"F resh" Safeway Select Quality
A Picnic Must!
Weiners &  Buns
For Those Delicious Hot Dogs
Pounds of Weiners
Meated Governm ent Inspected
Ave. IV i  lbs.. 
Grade . . .  . Aib.55c Pan Ready, Cut-up .  .  .
Il l  Dozen Buns




3  to  5 lbs.
A  C o ffe e  fo r  
E ve ry  T a s t e . . .
M ellow
.  .  . . .  lb.
Sun-Rype, fro m  the 
Okanagan V a lley, 4 8  oz.
1 1 b .
bag .  .  .
t i n .  .  . .  .  .  . .






Lucky Strike; assorted flavors, no glass 
danger, easily disposable, ideal fo r 
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2 4  oz.
loaf -  .  -  -  -








f i S I
79c . $1.55
Rich and Arom atic
Nob H ill





tin  . . .
Airw ay Instant
M ild  niid Dcllcloiw
6  oz. 
ja r -
1 0 0 %  w hole  
w h eat, 16  6z. loaf 2  fo r 2 5 c
22 Air rnin Ilultk Itivl.r. Ilarillrlpi io Im
•w.rdf ()| , onl.M . . r l i k  («,,« nttkil
r '  ̂ OM tr|i!0' I’lunk* el brrerl PtrliotL
Safeway Instant
n e a rly  O utdoor Flavor
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Take on your Picn ic . . .  
Serve sliced w ith  cream . •  •
/■\
a Make a Banana Cream Pie - - -
a
ASPARAGUS
f /  / Local Grown, Fresh Daily
Crisp, G a rd e n -F re s h  S a la d  In g re d ie n ts  ' C r i s p ,  R © d  a n d  J u l c y  R i p ©
Celery Crisp and c ru n c h y ............................ -  lb . 23c
Tomatoes Firm, red ripe, 12 oz. carton .  35c 




Green Onions - Radishes bunches 2  1 5  c  




C a r r o ts  California ' ,*v ■ s \  ^
f ' \
ROAST
L e a f  o r
S w i f t ' s  P r e m i u m





to Serve- F #
S w iffs  Premium - - - - - - - -
Maple Leaf, 
Whole nr Half,
or Roast Beef, H  79c
Grade Red -  -
Smoked -  -  -  lb.
Cottage Rolls Lean Icnderi/cil, w\inlc or Half,Smoked -  ’ -  -  -  -  lb. C h i j c k o r  Round Bone \) f  Beef,Grade Red -  -
In the piece -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  lb .
W e reserve the right to lim it quantities
A
\:
SAFEWAY'S Low Prices 
on Luricheon Meats for the Holiday
W eekend' , ■ ',1 . ' ■ ' , , . •' ' ' ; , ,
I
-PR IC ES EFFECTIVE 
W ed., Thurs., F ri., Sat., 




D is tin g u is h e  
Arts. Council
d V is ito r  T e ll 
A bou t Festival
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Gold­
schmidt, now residents o( Van­
couver, met members of the Kei- 
owna Arts Council at an informal 
gathering at the Eldorado Arms, 
on Sunday evening. Through the 
courtesy of Mr. Hugh Barrett, 
Mr. Goldschmidt f .*ve a most in­
teresting and entertaining talk
which ranks with the long-esta-, in Montreal, and chose to come 
blished European Festivals of) to V-" ouis.r for its first Festi- 
Salzburg, Bayreuth and Edin-;val. 
burgh. j ' i ll I ( aiiaJian-bom artists
Mr. Goldschmidt is Artistic an* a n u . t.-ie great names,— 
director of the festival, and waslMaureuu Forrester, Jon Vickers, 
in a position to tell of the inti- Lois Marshall—and are included 
mate details that were jw t  of j not because they are Canadians, 
the planning and preparation for; but because they have achieved
HITHER AND Y0N‘
A MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER 
. . . was held at the home of Mrs. 
F. Griffin, Cadder Ave., on Fri­
day evening in honor of Miss 
Margaret Joliffe, whose mar-
Don't Have Hair Set The Same Day 
When You Have Your Photo Taken
By SYLVIA HACK 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MS there s no such person as an Ideal ” , ; ' r, . j  i
hostesses with Mrs. Griffin  ̂ a child
Mrs. E Benzer Mrs A. things. - I  j^licw  one should do
ful picture as a beautiful 17-year- K* things ns pos.V Mnrv Newton, and Nol- . .  ̂ cihlo And In thn nhntnrvrnnhirf*
on the development of the Van-'this Firsts International Festival. | international reputations.
couver International Festival.
The first hope for such a Fes­
tival was voiced in 1949, by the 
Vancouver Community Arts 
Council. Support for the neces­
sary organization — financial, 
physical and spiritual — has 
grown steadily for the past five 
years. A solid foundation has 
now been formed for the Van­
couver International Festival,
. . . '
NEW LINE
By ALICE ALDEN
NAT KAPLAN uses the new 
triangle line to give high dis­
tinction to a very feminine 
navy crepe dre.ss designed for 
a busy spring season. Starting
from the low. triangle-shaped 
neckline, a double-tiered bolero 
effect carries through the mo­
tif, studded with large pearl 
discs. Detachable, petal shap­
ed, nylon-organdy cuffs circle 
the elbow-length sleeves.
WED., MAY 14, 1958
Dance Proceeds 
Provide Bursary
The Kelowna Chapter of the 
Registered Nurses Association of 
British Columbia, for the second 
successive year, will award a 
bursary of one hundred and fifty 
dollars to a student of School Dis­
trict 23 wishing to enter training 
In an approved B.C. training hos­
pital.
Prior to 1957, when a Kelowna 
student won the bursary, the 
award had been made to a grad­
uate nurse wishing to pursue a 
post graduate course. The Kel­
owna Chapter, feeling that there 
was a need to help remedy the 
nursing shortage, decided to 
‘ award the bursary to a deserv­
ing student candidate to encour­
age her start in the nursing pro­
fession, who, without such help 
might otherwise have to forego 
pursuing a career due to the cost 
factor.
“Hospital Week’’ began May 
12, which is particularly signifi­
cant this year, as Florence Night­
ingale was born on that day in 
1820. The RNABC Kelowna Chap­
ter started out this special period 
with a church parade on May 11, 
and will end it with their supper 
dance on Friday evening at the 
Aquatic ballroom.
’Through this annual dance the 
local chapter has realized its 
bursary fund as well as money 
for donations of vital items to the 
Kelowna Hospital. The popular 
affair will begin at 10 p.m. with 
the music supplied by Charles 
Pettman’s orchestra. The usual 
door prize and novelty dance 
prizes will spice the evening. 
Tickets are at Long’s drug store 
or available from any nurse.
Turn That Spring Painting Job 
Into A Family Project That's Fun
UNUSUAL SILHOUETTE
By VERA WINSTON
SHADOWY green silk organdy 
is the choice for a dress de­
signed for gala summer even­
ings. T h e  frock is very new, 
the type that appeals to the 
bold in fashion. It features the 
trapeze silhouette with two 
cocoon-like panels attached in 
back and caught at each side 
front with a rose. For the more 
clothes-cautious, the panel can 
be detached, leaving a simple 
trapeze-line dance dress.
By ELEANOR ROSS
PAINTING nowadays is so 
simple and easy that even the 
most inexperienced novice can 
obtain good results. Youngsters j 
love to paint—they find it fun. i 
So put the fun on a practical 
basis. If the weather warrants it 
serve the “workers” a picnic 
lunch in the backyard.
PUT ’niE[VI TO WORK 
If the kitchen is to be done 
over, put the kids to work while 
you do ceiling and walls. Let 
them devote their talents to 
painting chairs, tables, canisters, 
breadbox—everything, in fact, 
that can be removed from the 
kitchen and painted in the gar­
age, cellar or, if possible, out­
side.
Work out a color scheme be­
fore you start, so that everything 
is properly organized. Have the 
right paints for the job.
Wearing work clothes, the kids 
will enjoy the whole project and 
they will be proud of their con­
tribution to the beauty of the 
home.
PLAN AHEAD
First, decide what is to be 
painted, what colors are wanted 
and what materials will be re­
quired for the job.
If the kitchen is to be done, 
make lunch plans in advance. 
When planning and shopping, 
don’t forget .such iitems as sand­
paper, drop cloths, newspapers 
^ s ta r t  saving these in advance 
—clean-up cloths—use these as 
you go along—paints, stirring 
paddles, a can opener, paint 
thinner, brushes and rollers. 
EXTRA JOBS
Extra jobs can be added to the 
work program such as painting 
a fence or porch, doing the attic 
or “rec” room. Painting the win­
dow screens offers another 
chance for rewarding group act­
ivity.
MANY BENEFITS
In this task, as in all others of 
its kind, many hands will make 
the job easier. Besides having 
a lot of fun and plenty of activ­
ity, the children will be richer 
for learning how to keep the 
house and its contents looking 
nice. They will learn the joyful 
rewards of bringing beauty into 
the home.
Most important o f. all. they’ll 
see how family co-operation can
The director of the Salzburg Fes- j Among the highlights will be 
tivaI had complained that he had “ Don Giovanni", produced by 
to contend with Vancouver as Gunther Rennert, on his first 
well as Bayreuth, now, when en-i visit to the North American con- 
gaging his artists. i  tinent, and to be directed by Nic-
The Vienna press carried ajholas Goldschmidt, 
headline “Our George London 1 “The World of the Wonderful 
goes to Vancouver Festival” .'M r.! Dark” , a play-by Lister Sinclair. 
Goldschmidt reminded his listen-1 commissioned by the Festival 
ers that George London, adopted | Committee, is based on B.C. In- 
by Vienna as its own, was born;dian legend and history and is
being anticipated eagerly 
The Festival runs from July 19 
to August 16 In Vancouver, with 
programes to please all tastes 
—Opera, Theatre, films, Red 
tals. Dancers, Jazz Concerts, and 
Exhibitions.
The Festival Society Is fortun­
ate in its Artistic director, Nic­
holas Goldschmidt, who h a s  
shared the wealth of his Europ­
ean background for some years 
past with summer school stu­
dents at the University of British 
Columbia, where he is acclaimed 
and beloved by all who have stu­
died under him.
Kelowna had the thrill of hear­
ing the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra: and why, oh! why, 
must we go to Vernon or Pentic­
ton to hear and see the Lister 
Sinclair play in August? Can the 
Kelowna centennial
-  * c 11 . I LONDO NiCPi — Photographer
nage to M r W. Swordy will take -pony Armstrong J o n e s  says
place Saturday, May 17. there’s no such person as an ideal
Co-hostesses ith rs. riffin
were 
Clarkson
Carley, a y'Ne t e , , ,  
lie Ashworth. A cleverly fashion- 
ed "horn of plenty" held the. Armstrong Jdhes, 27. who has 
many lovely gifts presented to had a varied. career as a photog- 
the bride-elect by about twenty rapher of royalty, fashion, news 
of her friends present. and. theatrical subjects, likes to
explore new photographic realms. 
ATTENDING ’THE ANNUAL His latest involves* the decor for 
. . . meeting and luncheon of the!a musical comedy show for which 
Marpole Infirmary and Rehabili- some of his pictures were blown 
tation Centre in Vancouver will up to 30 by 40 feet, 
be Mrs. Gerald Lcnnie. .» j At the moment he is busy on
____ _ an illustrated book of London
HONORING BRIDE - ELECT showing contrasting scenes of 
. . , Miss Marilyn Sladerx whose j jjjgjj jq̂  living. He has spent 
marriage to Mr. Grant Hinchey|j^,Q nronths accumulating thou- 
takes place Saturday, May 17, shots which now have to
First United Church, a miscel-jjjg sorted. ’The job has meant 
laneous shower was held at ^^y j, camera
home of Mrs. Peter Ritchie all hours, “sometimes aim­
lessly" and other times to a 
plan.
Fair and slightl>' built with a 
mercurial personaliLv, Armstrong 
Jones says he likes to try his 
hand frequently at doing new
 i  t e p otographic 
he has been proving his
AUCE WINSBY Women's Editor
THE DAILY COURIER
bring about improvements that 
everybody can benefit by and 
enjoy.
Monday evening. Mrs. Reginald 
Brown was co-hostess to the 19 
guests present.
FROM THE LAND OF THE 
HEATHER . . . recently arrived 
from Scotland are Mr. and Mrs. 
D. S. Jeffrey, parents of Mr. 
Dave Jeffrey, and Miss I. Low 
of Coatbridge, and an aunt Mrs. 
A. Morison of Edinburgh. The 
visitors plan to remain here un­
til the end of June.
VETERAN TRAVELLER
CALGARY ICP)—Prof. A. D. 
Winspear of the Calgary branch 
of the University of Alberta is 
committee i making his 24th Atlantic crossing
not yet make arrangements 
present “The World of the Won­
derful Dark" in Kelowna, Please?
to this year to deliver summer lec­
tures in England, making B.C.’s 
Centennial Year his topic.
Couple Celebrate 
Half A Century 
Of Marriage
A well-known local couple, Mr. 
and Mrs. William Murray, cele­
brated 50 years of marriage this 
month. Wed in Aberdeenshire, 
Scotland, they came to Canada 
in 1909 where they resiged in 
Manitoba for three years before 
moving to Kelowna in 1912.
The Murray’s have eight chil­
dren; James, in Vancouver; Mrs. 
E, Howe (Evelyn), Vancouver 
Island. Mrs. Alistair Campbell 
(Isobcl), Mrs. Walter Ferguson 
(Mary), Mrs. Harold Armeneau 
(Ruth), Jock and William, all of 
Kelowna and Harold in Rutland. 
There are 21 grandchildren and 
two great grandchildren.
A gold rose bowl filled with 
chrylSanthemums and roses was 
presented by the family to Mr; 
and Mrs. Murray at an anniver­
sary party, as well as other lov­
ely gifts from friends. The Scot­
tish Country Dance Group held a 
surprise party at the KLT build­
ing, and a gold based* anniver­
sary clock, and a gold table 
lighter for Mr. Murray express­
ed the admiration and good 
wishes of that group. Mr. Mur̂  
ray is a musician of note, and 
over a number of years has pro­






His first royal pictures were 
oublishtKi last October orior to 
the Quecn’.s Canadian visit. His 
Royal Family group, set in a 
garden, was warmly received for 
i t s informality, a breakaway 
from the traditional group nic- 
tures. He has also photographed 
other m e m b e r s  of the Royal 
Family.
Armstrong Jones believes the 
average woman does not know 
her face well — photographically 
speaking.
Models and actresses are ex* 
ceptions, since they’re photo­
graphed frequently from various 
angles. “The average woman has 
only last year’s snapshot to guide 
her for future pictures.” ^
As a general guide, the newest 
recruit to the band of royal viho« 
togrnphers says women should 
always wear simple clothes when 
thev’re about to have their por­
trait taken. If jxisstblc. t h e y  
should not have their hair done 
the same dav as it tends to look 
unnatural. "Give it a chance to 
loosen up a bit."
ANGRY STUDENTS
CALCUTTA (Reuters)—Police 
were called to control students 
here who rioted because their his­
tory examination paper was “ too 
stiff.” Windows and doors were 
smashed and 50 were arrested.
BUSINESS BOOSTER
Stores in Bergen. Norway, of- 
fer special bus services down­
town for shoppers living In the 
suburbs.
MAKING PLANS for the annual 
nurses’ cabaret are Mrs. D. R. 
Johnson, recovery room nurse, 
and Mrs. Keating, assistant dir­
ector of , nursing, KGH. In the 
background is Miss McGregor, 
who dropped in to wish them
luck for the dance which pro­
vides funds for the scholarship 
she won last year. The charm­
ing doll is outfitted in an exact 
replica of the uniform worn by 
student nurses who trained 
'here When the local establish­
ment was a training hospital. 
Mr. J. Pettigrew made the 
miniature school pin. Miss 
Wealthy Grigg, owner of the 
doll, dressed it with careful at­
tention to detail, even to der. 
tachable cuffs.
—Photo by Paul Ponich






“ARTIST MODEL BATHER’̂  
Take one glance at our group of fashion- 
wise swimsuits. You’ll know immediately 
. . . you can figure on drawing second 
(and third) glances every time you wear 
the swimsuit of your choice. We’ve 
styles to flatter every figure , . . priced 
to please every budget. Come on in, the 
selections fine.
At These Prices
5 .9 5  7 .9 5  10.95
• •
Pasteboard Triangle Intrigues 
"Times" Agony Column Readers
LONDON (Reuters) — London-some pre - publication develop-
INDUSTRY HAZARD
EDMONTON (CP) — Sixteen 
men were killed in oil drilling op­
erations in Alberta last year, the 
petroleum industry training serv­
ice reports. One of the organiza­
tion’s main objectives is to make 
laborers at well sites safety-con­
scious.
ers are deep in one of the year’s 
most intriguing .mysteries — a 
heart-tugging drania.of a damsel 
in distress and a churlish cad 
who refuses to answer her pleas 
for help.
The stage is the personal sec­
tion—or “agony column’’—in the 
classified ads of The Times. The 
players a r e known only as 
“Knave,’’ “Queen,” and “Ace,” 
but by now they have become al­
most members of the family to 
thousands of Times readers.
The mystery began innocently 
enough almost four months ago 
with a message from Knave to 
Queen which apparently followed
MORROW'S
1045 ELLIS
PHONE 2 1 2 3
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
RUDY'S TA XI ■ 
2 6 1 0
And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
Phis special delivery servi^ 
b  available nightly between 













Wo have a really terrific selection of gorg- 
coiKsly patterned towels, vhrlqus dc.sign.s and 
colors to choose from 1 ilO A QC 
ranging from ....................  I.*IY to
TERRY TOWELLINO-




In bright colors ....... ............ ,,__  l * / T
BEACH BLirPERS. Rod and Blue Terry 
Cloth, Medium \Vcdgc Heel and Straw Trim. 
Sizes 4 to 9. Ideal for 0  Oft
garden and home to o ..........................
FUAAERTON'S
D E P A R T M E N T  STORE
W h ere  Cash Beats Credit
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat., M ay 1 5 -16 -1 7
For the convenience of our customers, wc .arc opening n 
Children’s Dep.^rtment on the Mezzanine Floor. You can 
now pick )ip yo\tr requirements for boys'and girls, while 
shopping at the Bon Marche. \
ment.
QUEEN SUCCUMBS
“How disheartening for you, 
dearest,” it said. “Hope to see 
you soon.”
It took a few more messages 
for the courtship to ripen. Then 
Queen apparently succumbed to 
Knave's charms.’
“Fear nothing," she said. “ I 
wait to be fetched.”
By then .Times readers were 
twitching in , annoyance when 
Knave .did not answer.
"Please come and see me," 
pleaded Queen.
There was a sigh of relief when 
Knave finally replied:
"Most grateful for treasured 
letter. Long for meeting which 
now seems so remote. Would 
write but fear collection difficult 
ies. Nothing is owed."
ENTER ACE
It was then that the mystery 
took on the aspect of n soap op 
era — overtones normally as far 
removed from the columns of the 
staid Times ns Monaco Is, from a 
seat at n summit conference. Ace 
made his entrance.
“Important changes have been 
'pade,”’ ho told Queen, adding 
dlrely that "Knave may finish 
second.”
, Important changes apparently 
had been made, Fickle Queen 
had fallen for Aco. Romantic 
liousowives beamed when she re­
plied; " N o  church or time men­
tioned;"
This apparently scared Ace^ He 
did not reply. ,
"No progress possible unless I 
see you,” snld Queen, Again sil­
ence.
"You are doing me a groat in­
justice.” she pleaded. , "No fur­
ther notices until I see you . . 
no idea where you are.”
Queen followed up with five 
other messages begging Ace to 
get in touch with her. Just when 
all appeared lost, Knave .reap­
peared.
“News received Monday," he 
said. *;Send address. All love," 
Everyone thought the drama 
had ended and faithful Knave had 
won back the,love of his life. But 
gloom descended on Times read­
ers again today. Queen was back 
to her old..5tand, again pleading 
with Ace. ^  ^
“ Please fetch me," she ap­




TORONTO (CP) — Margaret 
Hart has been appointed sccre 
tary for the YWCA individual ser­
vices, it has been- announced.
Miss Hart was iormcrly assoc 
iated with YWCA’s in Van­
couver and Edmonton. She will 
be in charge of counselling, resi­
dence, food service and travel­




For a welt-blomlod oll-and-vlno- 
Qor «alod droiilng, odd oU i«b- 
> toning lo (ho vintgar and mix 
thoroughly htfort adding iho oil
From
Heather's is opening the Sun Dress Season 
this Thursday when hundreds of 
gay tropical prints will blaze color 
throughout the store  ̂^
You will be delighted with Heather’s preview of 
* exotic Hawaiian Fashions-for 1958 
This group of Polynesian Sun Dresses, swimsuits and 
Sportswear, represents many leading Hawaiian 
manufacturers and oniy the most attractive 
prints arc chosen.
ESPECIALLY PRICED FOR THIS WEEKEND
Hawaiian Sun 7
Hawaiian Pakc
Jacket....... ................ .............. .............
See this exciting presentation of
Hawaiian Fashions sold only by
FREE
To celebrate the iKcasion, wc arc giving awiiy a com­
plete outfit . . , cither for a girl, aĵ cs 4 to 12; or for 
a boy, ages 3 to 10, Just leave your name and addrc.ss 
at the new department.
\
1 rj.vi
"For Ouality At Popular Price.s Shop At . .
BO N MARCHE
ACROSS I ROM THF POST OFFICi:
I Droln and lov* lynip from 
aO-ounca can alUad  
ptachti
51ft logathar onca, than 
Into howl,
a «. ant»«lflMl paatoyllaur 
or 1% *. ,an«#-ilWa«l alL 
pwrpota flour 
4 Kpa. Mogl^ Balifna , 
Pnwdar 
Vhlap. aafl
^  «. oranu^ad auadz
Cut In finaly
f, chiliad ihartanlns 
Moka iwall to dry Ingra- 
dlanlti add 
Vi c, milk
and mix lightly with a fork, 
adding milk, If nacauary, 
to moka a tliff dough, Knaad 
10 lacdndi on flourad board. 
Roll out lo 0. X la.lnchai. 
Spraad with ,
Va c. thick raapbarry |oai
' (1 ..:v: <
Sprinkla with .
a Ibipt, (happad almafult 
Arranga paochai ovar 
, dough. Baglnnktg at a thort 
adga; roll vpi (uf ktlo 6 
illcat, Ploca, cut tlda up, In - 
graaiad 7- x J I  .Inch pan. 
ftoka In hoi ovan, 400*, 
as .mini. Maonltma, bring 
to boll, itlrTlng, I 'bip. 
gronwloltd ivgor, 1 Ibip.̂  
corn ilaralvfaw gralna wit,
I ibip. lamon lak*, I e.ptadi 
lyrup luw wo|ar,lf nar^awty, 
to bring maaivra up IP 1 «). 
Stir In
I ibip, bullar ar mar-'
Mtlaa and
Vi up. almand axhatl
Pour ovar porllolly cookad 
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CISAMBLE
By W. BEAVER-JONES 
(Pinch-tutUnc for Georce IncUs)
With th<; summer season rapidly approaching HOCKEY Is 
probably the last thing anyone wants to think or talk about. But 
at the risk of being slapijcd down by the more impetuous type of 
Jiockey fan, I can’t let the season slip into the mothballs without 
adding my two cents regarding the world hockey championships.
When we were temporarily without a sports editor a few years 
back—the year the Penticton Vecs defeated Russia—I questioned 
the wisdom of Canada competing in future tournaments. The true 
meaning of sports, 1 claimed at that time, had gone out the win­
dow. Instead Canada’s national game was being swallowed in 
v;orld politics. 1 say the same thing today.
Belnr away on annual vacation, we were unable to take 
In the recent Allan Cup series, so will refrain on commenting 
on the Packera-Belleville Macs’ playdowns. However, just 
suppose Packers had won. And just suppose the Canadian 
Amateur Hockey Association at next week's meeting, agreed 
•to send Packers to Europe to represent Canada in next year’s 
championship pliy. Where Is the money coming from? Kelowna 
has Just wound up a hockey season which lasted pretty close 
to seven months. Apart from the honor and glory of having 
an Okanagan team represent this country in the world cham­
pionships, there’s also the mere matter of dollars and cents. 
It has been conservatively estimated it would cost around $20,000 
to send a team to Europe, apart from the CAllA grant. Which 
means the tab would have to be picked up by local business­
men and others, well-heeled enough to contribute to the hockey 
train. There’s Just so much a amall community, such as this, 
can stand, financing •  sport.
LIHLE LEAGUE FARM TEAMS 
WILL BE ORGANIZED TONIGHT
Farm teams of the Little League baseball loop will 
be formed when the youngsters meet at the Gaston Avenue 
field Wednesday (tonight) at 6:15.
All boys who are not on regular teams must turn out 
for the meeting. Later a schedule will be published in The 
Courier.
Little League officials are appealing to fathers to turn 
out and help organize the farm teams.
Local Track And Field 
Stars Take Nine Cups
FOUR MINUTE MILER?
First Canadian to break the 
four minute mile is the aim of 
Norman Lloyd, Vancouver run­
ner now attending Stanford 
University who will race 
against some of the world's top 
milers in the B.C. Centennial 
Games’ “Mile of the Century,’’ 
June 7 at Empire Stadium, 
Vancouver. Lloyd has already
done 4:05.3 this year, a full 12 
seconds better than his best 
time last season and is almost 
certain to break the four minute 
barrier according to his Stan­
ford coach. Lloyd will run 
against four minute milers 
Derek Ibbotson of England, 
Merv Lincoln of Australia, 
Stefan Lewandowskl of Poland 
and several others. .
It Is a curious paradox that our hockey supremacy abroad 
should be taking on so much importance to Canadians at the very 
time that our hockey standards are on the wane. Twenty or thirty 
years ago, when senior hockey in Canada was at its zenith, the 
woi id titles which our teams won with such ridiculous ease were 
held in little esteem at home. Now, with senior hockey extinct in 
most of the Canadian centres where once it flourished, Canada finds 
its representtives in world hockey play facing ever tougher 
competition from European countries, and with a steadily shrink­
ing supply of Canadian players to draw from.
This predicament was brought into sharp focus at the recent 
European world tourney. Whitby Dunlops eventually won the cup, 
but the tremendous battle they had from a Russian team gave the 
most hardened Canadian fan some very bad moments indeed.
The Russian skating, shooting and above all, their condition, 
scored •  psychological victory for the Soviet team which most 
observers believed would be badly beaten by a Canadian entry 
rated as the strongest in many years.
There Is no other senior team in Canada which can bear com­
parison with the Whitby Dunlops, who were strengthened by players 
from professional ranks, including Smith, from the Maple Leafs, 
Lamirande from Quebec Aces and Broden from Montreal Cana- 
diens. Yet even this team, bolstered by players of NHL calibre, 
was life and death to beat the flying Russians. If the European 
teams continue to improve, as would seem only likely, where is 
Canada to find a team in future to meet them on anything like 
equal terms? No regular senior team in this country could handle 
• the Russians, and in a year or two they will probably be quite a 
handful for even the best of our NHL clubs.
It will be interesting to see what the reaction of Canadian 
hockey will be to the growing challenge from Europe. It may be 
that the keener competition and prestige of world hockey tourna' 
ments will stimulate interest in the Canadian senior game, and 
4hat legislation will be introduced to protect young players from 
. professional affiliations until after they have passed through junior, 
and senior ranks. This would certainly restore the calibre of play 
of ‘‘amateur’’ hockey here and revive popular support in such 
centres as the prairies which once boasted top-notch senior teams 
If this Is not done, it may be necessary to select an all-star team 
from Canadian players in the National Hockey League,’ or make 
some other use of top-flight professional players.
But the great public interest in the world hockey tournament 
has emphasized that Canadians value their national hockey pres­
tige highly. In most other countries, hockey is simply one of a 
dozen major sports; and a rather secondary one at that. But 
Canada, the most effete of sports nations, has only one sport in 
which it can hope to excell in world corhpetition, and that is hockey. 
Our self-esteem will reach a new low if our traditional supremacy 
In this field of sports is lost to us.




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
A three-run uprising in the top 
of the ninth Tuesday night gave 
Sacramento Solons a 3-2 victory 
over Vancouver Mounties and 
leadership of the Pacific Coast 
League.
Three other games w e r e  
played. Phoenix’ r a m p a g i n g  
Giants set a new season scoring 
record by humiliating Portland 
22-3, a five-run sixth inning gave 
Saq Diego a 7-3 victory over 
Seattle and another five-run out- 
win over Spokane.
burst gave Salt Lake Bees a 6-1 ^  , ,
In the Vancouver game, Sa-! . *̂ 9*̂
cramento trailed 2-0 until thelj'"";''the honors at the annual Kinsmen
invitational track meet in Pen­
ticton proved too strong over the 
weekend again.
And in bringing home the Pen­
ticton laurels for the tenth time 
in 12 years, Kelowna High School 
track and field stars helped set 
eight new records in the picct.
Second place went to Vernon 
High, who of late have had things 
their way in the annual Okana­
gan Valley High Schools Track 
and Field Championships. Pen­
ticton was third.
The speedsters from KHS came 
home with nine trophies, includ­
ing the team aggregate, girls’ 
team aggregate, senior boys, in­
termediate boys and girls, junior 
boys and girls, the '^ 0  medley 
relay and the senior boys 880-yard 
trophy, which was won by Basil 
Meikle.
T ERNON GIRL
Named the outstanding girl 
athlete of the day was Sally Mc- 
Callum of Vernon who broke two 
records doing the 65-yard hurdles 
in 9.4 seconds, knocking four- 
tenths of a second from the old 
mark.
She also won the senior girls’ 
100-yard sprint in 11.8 seconds, 
compared with the old record of 
12.2.
BAIL STANDINGS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National League
W L Pct.G Bl 
San Francisco 17 9 .654 — 
Milwaukee 15 8 .652
Pittsburgh 16 9 .640
Chicago 13 14 .481 4»i
Cincinnati 9 12 .429 54
Philadelphia 10 15 .400 64
Los Angeles 9 17 .346 8
American League
W L -P e t. GBL 
New York 14 5 .737 —
Washington 13 10 .565 3
Baltimore 11 10 .524 4
Detroit 13 12 .520 4
Kansas City 9 11 .450 54
Cleveland 11 14 .440 6
Boston 11 15 .423 6 4
Chicago 8 13 .381 7
ninth when they cased in three 
runs on four hits. The key blow 
wa.s a two-run double by Harry 
Bright.
Mounties got their scores on an 
unearned run in the second; and 
Jim Brideweser tripled and came 
home on a wild throw in the 
seventh.
.Solon pitcl.cr Marshall Brides 
struck out 12 Mounties in the 
seven innings he worked. He was 
lifted for a pinch hitter in the 
eighth.
Bee pitcher Eddie O’Brien al­
lowed only six hits in beating 
Spokane. He made no strike outs 
but was backed up by good field­
ing.
’The Giants bashed out 20 hits 
including three home runs, in 
notching up their one-sided vic­
tory. The previous scoring high 
for the season was set by Salt 
Lake in a 19-5 victory over Van 
couver.
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
WED., MAY 14, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER 8
TUESDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Boston — Barry Allison, 149, 
Springfield, Ma s s . ,  outpointed 
Pete Adams, 156, Newark, N.J., 
10.
Philadelphia — Len Matthews, 
1294, Philadelphia, outpointed 
Henry (Pappy) Gault, 131, Spar­
tanburg, S.C., 8.
Richmond, Calif.—Hank Casey, 
160, San Francisco, outpointed 
Joe Brewer, 158, Fresno, 8.
The Big Brother Movement to 
reform d e l i n q u e n t  boys was 
launched at Toronto in 1912.
M u s t BE TRIMMED
Become Too
Games 
Large And Too Costly
TOKYO (AP) — Avery Brun-ipic C p  m m  i t  t e e ,  have not 
dage, chairman of the Interna-] promoted amateurism effectively 
tional Olympic Committee,
We still Maintain that the Canadian Amateur Hockey Asso­
ciation-should take a “ second look’’ before placing the major 
portion of the expense on the shoulders of small communities 
to send a team to Europe. Look what happened in Penticton. 
Our southern neighbors still shudder over the cost of financing 
a hookey team that won a world championship.
LEHERS TO SPORTS EDITOR
said
today the Olympic games have 
become too large and too costly 
and will have to be trimmed.
He criticized amateur sports 
organizations for failing to pro-j 
mote amateurism effectively and 
aggressively.
Brundage , spoke at ceremonies 
opening the 54th session of the 
committee.
The games have become too 
large and too costly and we must 
find a remedy for this before too 
long, and. a method for reducing 
expenses,” Brundage said.
He did not elaborate.
“The materialism of our times 
tend to reduce the games to a 
commercialized carnival,” he ad­
ded. The public also tends to 
transform the Olympic athlete in­
to a paid gladiator.
“ Amateur sports organizations, 
including the International Olym-
and aggressively enough.
“All should embark on a con­
tinuous campaign to teach the in­
numerable advantages of - ama 
teurism . . .  the exultance that 
comes from a task well done, 
for the sheer joy of accomplish­
ment.”
Ron
Local Rifle Club Meet
Dale Strothers of Vernon was 
chosen the outstanding boy of the 
meet. »
Kelowna’s Lucy Culos set a new 
girls’ broad jump mark when she 
leaped 16 feet, eight inches, bet­
tering the old mark by 12»i 
laches, and then set a record in 
the 75-yard sprint with a time of 
nine seconds flat, one-tenth of a 
.second faster than the previous 
mark.
RUTLAND RECORD
Jerry Jantz of KHS proved jio 
may be a threat to the B.C. 440 
mark, running the distance in 
53.2 as compared with the old 
time of 53.7 seconds.
The black and gold senior med­
ley relay team hit a pace of one 
minute. 40 and five-tenths sec­
onds, clipping three seconds off 
the previous record.
Other records to fall went to 
Peterson of Vernon, who did flie 
boys’ intermediate 120 - 'yard 
hurdles in 15.4 seconds, two- 
tenths of a second better than 
the old record; Phyllis Ramsay 
of Rutland threw the senior girls’ 
discus 99.05 feet, bettering by 
nine feet the old mark; Strothers 
of Vernon flashed the 220 senior 
beys’ sprint in 23.1, shading the 
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“ Photo Centre at City Centre’
Kelowna And D is tric t Rod, Gun 
Club Plans M em bership Campaign
Kelowna and District Rod and 
Gun club will be canvassing the 
business district for 1958 mem­
berships this week.
Among many other advantages, 
membership entitles the hunter 
to obtain a liability and property 
damage coverage to the extent 
of $100,000 for the additional fee 
of $1 above the price of member­
ship. Cost of membership in the 
Kelowna club, the oldest organ­
ized Rod and Gun club in tl^  in­
terior B.C;. is $1.
The 920-member Kelowna and 
District Rod and Gun cluub is 
presently engaged in developing
Rough Riders Sign 
240-Pounfl Tackle
OTTAWA (CP) — Lea Rus- 
savage, .six-foot four-inch, 240- 
pound tackle from the University 
of North Carolina, has been 
signed by Ottawa Rough Riders 
for the 1958 Big Four football 
league season. He is the seventh 
new import .signed by Riders.
Sportsman’s field in East Kel­
owna. Projected for the area arc 
trapshooting facilities and rifle 
ranges. Already completed is a 
full bore rifle range.
One of the main functions of 
the club, explains official spokes­
man Jack, Carmichael, is to pro­
mote fish and game preservation.
Development of parks and 
camping.sites is also encouraged. 
The provincial department of 
recreation and conservation relies 
heavily on recommendations 
made by Rod and Gun clubs in 
B.C., said Carmichael.
On a local and district level, 
the club frequently sponsors or­
ganized hunting and fishing 
meets.
DO YOU NEED 
AN EXTRA
CHECK
T H E S E  P O IN T S
Do “baths for all” mean 
long delays?
V is morning traffic al­ways a problem?










A word of Introduction Is In 
order, I believe. I am an Intensely 
devoted hockey fan, and being 
■from Belleville, I am, of course, 
a Macs booster, and at the pres­
ent time, very proud of it.
’The team came home yester­
day to a reception that had to be 
seen to be believed. 1 doubt if 
any victorious team ever had 
a finer, noisier, larger welcome 
than did the MacFarlands. How 
ever, there has been some doubt 
expressed, and 1 expressed some 
of It as to whether a visiting 
team  would have been welcomed 
so whole-heartedly in Belleville 
aa wore the Macs In Kelowna. It 
Is not that the people of Bcllc- 
vlUe nro not as fine, nor as good 
sports hs the people In Kelowna.
It is Just that hero in Belleville 
we wore nmazc<l at the welcome 
jho Macs received not only, In 
Kelowna, but In other Okanagan 
'Vnilcy cities they pns.scd throvigh 
TItc hour of the morning damp­
ened their spirits none. ITje par­
ade for the Macs the night they 
left for homo took everyone hero 
In Belleville by surprise.
After your great display 
hospitality, ncUevlllo’s feeling 
towards Kclqwna Is nothing but 
the best. ^
1 nm writing to you for copies 
of the Kelowna Courier, I have 
seen a couple of copies of your 
naper In store windows and since 
1 have been KceiHng some pic 
turcs and stories of the Macs 
ytiur pniwrs would certainly 
a welcome nddltlon to my collcc 
tb n . Several of my friends have 
expressed a similar desire to see 
copies of the Kelowna paper, so 
1, hope to bo able to loan them
” ^lf*poaslble. I would like the 12 
copies siumnlng the weeks April 
21*20 an® April 2^May 3.
1 have not had much chance 
tu talk b> J»ek IXivlne. but I am 
l ^ l n g  feirward
akkwtng reports on the Okanaifinn 
VmSey. Jack'.s oxclam ati^s of 
“ Man. Oh. Man. Oh. Man” duri 
Ing the final game caused a mipoir 
sensation here in Belleville and 
avcrylxxly has been rci«atlng 
i f  aver since. Among the poster*
printed for the victory celebra­
tions were ones bearing this ex­
clamation.
If my request can possibly be 
fulfilled, 1 shall be forever grate­
ful.
From a happy and proud Mac 
Booster, and a close friend of 
Kelowna’s, *
Mac Haig




The Belleville Macs won the 
Allan Cup. But for sheer hypoc 
risy, the Kelowna brass takes the 
biscuit. After the second game of 
the series, they could not say any 
thing too bad about the Macs and 
the sentiments expressed at 
that time had been acted uix>n 
the Macs would have been hung 
drawn and quartered and their 
heads posted at every approach 
to the city.
But then they won the Allan 
C\ip and then everything changed 
They were a nice bunch of young 
fellows; pplendld s|)orts, worthy 
hampions. So we anoint them 
with apple juice and send them 
on their way rejoicing,, hoping 
that they will pass the word 
around In Ontario, Europe, yes, 
even In Russia that the people of 
Kelowna are not too bad; that 
they back rotten M“cs, produce 
apple juice and |iavo a regatta 
once a year. \
1 love the Okanagan Valley npd 
I like the Kelowna Packers, but 
all this pretence niakhs me ’sick. 
Referring to Mel Butler's letter 
of the 7th, I would say this — If 
the Belleville Macs arc a sample 
of W'hnt the CAHA class ns worthy 
champions, God help us. if they 
ever send us ,nn unworthy one. 
An end to this farce. Let us be 
ourselves,
' II, W. Penree,
760 Burne Ave,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AB R HPet. 
Musial. St. Louis 88 15 43 .489 
Mavs, San Fran 26 44 .427
Sneticer, Snn Fran 103 ?1 37 .359 
Hamncr. Phila 99 16 35 .3.54 
Honk, Cincinnati 85 11 30 .353
LEAGUE LEADERS
Ron Weeks was again high man 
at Kelowna Rifle Club’s weekly 
shoot held last Sunday at Glen- 
more Range. Ron scored 98 of a 
possible 100 and won his second 
silver spoon of this season.
Dan Hill’s team had high aver­
age, OS';:, for the second Sunday. 
Team was composed of Dan Hill, 
P. McCallum, C. R. Lee and Ross 
Henderson.
Individual scores for last Sun­
day:
200yd 500yd total
brings shooters from all over the 
province. A large contingent from 
the coast is always on hand for 
this popular event. Contestants 
from the Valley centres, Pentic­
ton, Summerland, Kelowna, Ver­
non and Kamloops will be on 
hand with their teams to compete 
for cups and cash prizes. Anyone 




Ron Weeks 50 48 98
Sam Lee 47 49 96
Dan Hill 48 48 96
Ken Clarke 46 49 95
P. McCallum 47 48 95
Laura Franko 47 47 95
Howard Maxson 46 45 91
C. R. Leo 45 46 91
Ross Henderson 44 45 89
Roy Win.sby 39 46 85
W. R. Maxson 42 40 82
Runs batted In—Spencer,
Hits—Mays. 44. , ,
DouMes-Hoak and Musial, 12. 
Triples-Mays. 5;
Home runs-W alls. Chicago. 10. 
Stolen bases—T. Taylor, Chic­
ago, 8,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AB R II Pet. 
McDougald. N.Y. 66 12 20 .394 
Skowron, N.Y. 67 9 25 .373 
Fpx, Chicago 66 10 31 .3TO
Vernon. Cleveland 55 10 20 .364 
Cerv, Kansas Cltv 77 21 27 .351 
Runs—Corv, 28.
.Runs batted In—Cerv, 28. 
Hits—Kuenn. Detroit, 34. 
Doubles—Kuonn, 9.
Triples — Four tied with 
each.
Home mhs—Cefv, 78.
Stolen bases — Apariclo, Chic­
ago. 5.
Next Sunday B.C. Interior Rifle 
Association meet gets under way 
at Vernon. Tliis two-day affair
TUESDAY'S STARS
SAFE BARRIER
COLOGNE. W e s t  Germany 
(Reuters)—A partition of bullet­
proof glass separates cashier 
from ■ customer in a new bank 
here. Money is passed through 
slits specially designed so a gun 




•  Experienced Welders
•  Electric and Acetylene
•  All Work Guaranteed
OGOPOGO SERVICE
Cor. Bernard, Vernon Road Phone 3394
(
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Hitting: Willie Mays, Daryl
Spencer, San Francisco Giants--^ 
Each hit two home runs while 
driving in a total of 10 runs in 
16-9 brawl with Los Angeles Dod 
gers; Mays was 5-for-5, Spencer 
drove in six runs.
Pitching: Don Larson, New 
York Yankees-pushed scoreless 
inning streak to 23 with four-hit, 
3-0 victory over Baltimore.
W E PAY YOUR GAS 
BILL UNTIL OCTOBER!
W ith  Each Gas U nit Purchased’ A t Barr &  Anderson!
two
SPECIAL CIIKi»E 
Milk from the Lurzuc breed u( 
sheep lx used chlefjiy in produe 
tton of btench roequefort cheese
GREAT POET
MilLwi wrote the pastoral 
poems "L'AUcgro” and ” Il Pen 
seroso” when ha wai 24, year* 










Importers & Distributors 
Phone 4735
Do it now during the slack period in the heating 
industry. Barr & Anderson are prepared to make 
this offer tp help keep men eniployed! Give your­
self a break . . .  and keep a trained technician on 
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The B usiness th a t  Q u a lity  a n d  Service B u ilt 
594 B E R N A R D  A V E . P H O N E  3 0 3 9
Thtiadvcrtiicncnutaaipuhtlihed orduplRytd by th« Liquor Coauol Boardotbyih*Oov«iniacA(oi Britlih Columbia*
LOCAL AND DISTRICT
Webb flew over the Polar route 
to visit her daughter wtM)|n she 
hasn’t seen for 19 years, and to 
become acquainted with her two 
granddaughters Joan and Dorene 
Guest.
Blossoms Set Stage For 
W infie ld 's Fashion Show
WINFIELD—Masses of apple imary grades of Peachland, West- 
blossoms and lilacs transformed bank, and Lake View Heights is 
the stage of Memorial Hall Fri- to bo held in Westbank this year, 
day evening, setting the scene forion Friday, May 16. Parents and 
a spring fashion show sponsored friends of the pupils will be on 
by the Ladies’ Auxiliary to the hand to assist the teachers in 
Canadian Legion Brcnch 189, making the day a ^ccess. 
Oyama. About 200 persons at- twins David and Diana Ailing- 
tend^ . ham, the Misses Jeiyufcr Eyles,
Fashions for the evening were Nap'-y Grey, Penny Lockhart, 
provided by Heather’s of Ketow-i Deidre Pothecary, Sandra Pothe- 
na and Blocks Apparel of Ver- cary, Momca Byatt, Marietta
non. Commentator was Mrs. 
Frieda Wbodhouse. Mrs. Eleanor 
Porter provided background mu­
sic and she accompanied Mrs. E. 
Stowe who sang “Sweet Leilani 
and Blue Hawaii’’ during inter­
mission.
The children’s clothes ahown 
covered everything from play 
things to best wear and party 
dresses. Little lady who stole the 
18-months-old Donna |
Brown, Eva Fralich and, Wendy 
Thomson.
Adult fashions included bath­
ing suits, summer cottons, suits 
and featured Hawaiian clothes. 
The models were Joyce King. 
Mari Mori, Donella Lucas, Miss 
Hansen, Karen Clement, Patty 
Earl. Beth Parker, Ann Holzman, 
Eleanor Zimmer, Mrs. G. Edgin- 
ton and Mrs. Dungate.
'Die big thrill of the show was
James C. Ryder 
Appointed New 
A g ric u ltu ris t
Appointment of James C. Ryder! 
as district agriculturist at Ver­
non w-as announced by the Hon­
ourable Newton P. Steacy, Mini­
ster of Agriculture.
Formerly district agriculturist 
at Salmon Arm, Mr. Ryder has 
been acting supervisor of 4-H 
Clubs at Victoria since Septem­
ber, 1957. In his new }x»sition he 
will replace former district agri­
culturist R. C. Bailey, now an 
agricultural advisor in Thailand 
under the Colombo Plan.
Mr. Ryder will commence 
duties June 1.
Okanagan Centre's 
W om en's Institute  
Hears Rally Report
OKANAG.AN CENTRE -  High­
light of the regular monthly 
meeting of the Okanagan Centre
Westbank's Firat Post Office
Many Changes In Westbank Since 




In 1902. a dozen or so families 
In the .area later to be known as 
Westbank received their mail, 
once weekly, from a small lean-to 
shack at Shannon Lake. Rccenllv 
some 80 students of Westbank 
Elementary School toured a 
small but very efficient and very 
modern Post Office, located at 
the ea.st end of the village on 
Highway 97. This, it seems, i.ya 
fitting example of the rapid de­
velopment of British Columbia,
In this, its centennial year.
'The motto of our Canada Pp®J 
Office. "Servire Populo’’. which 
may be interpreted as “serving 
the. people’’, is well lived up ^  
here at the present time, with a 
s ta ff ' including post - master 
Cfcorgc Holmes and his assistant 
Mrs. Holmes; part-time assistant 
Mrs. W. C. MacKay, and rufal 
route courier Matt Hicks. 'These 
people serve approximately 350 
families, with daily mail deliv­
ery to 150 rural box-holders. 150 
office box-holders, and 50 general 
delivery customers. ^
To assist in the instructional 
the youngsters who toured the 
recentiv remodelled, post office 
here. W. J. Mason of Vancouver, 
public relations officer of the 
Canada Post Office, with Mr. 
Holmes, gave a short talk to each 
of three groups of pupils concern­
ing the service the post office 
renders to the people, and how 
this service is accomplished.
Each group witnessed the oper­
ation of both parcel and letter 
scales, where and how both in­
coming and outgoing mail is 
handled and sorted, date-stamp­
ing process, and how, through 
the outside boxes installed in our 
new building, an almost 24-hour 
service is maintained.
LETTER PROCESS 
. To illustrate the process which 
n letter, goes through from the 
time it is dropped into the mail 
slo t. until it is delivered, little 
Patricia Usher was given a letter 
to the school’s principal. Wm. 
Maclaughlan, to mail. This letter 
was later picked uf) froin the mail 
basket, and date stamped, or 
cancelled, by another student, 
Danny Hiebert. and put with the 
mail already .sorted for delivery.
For the youngsters, this trip 
through the post office was to 
demonstrate one phase of public 
service, which is part of their 
daily education in citizenship 
nnd its responsibilities.
However, had the young people 
of some 50 years ago been treat­
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o f Being Earnest"







|.<^ng 3uper Drugs 
Admission $1.25 nnd $1.0(
impression they received would 
have differed considerably, for 
at that time, a man by the name 
of Shannon Marshall (for whom 
Shannon Lake was named* was 
receiving the then substantial 
sum of 5600 per year for bringing 
the mail over the trail frora 
Peachland. This was certainly 
not an example of efficiency for, 
in 1902 thrice-weekly steamer 
service was inaugurated between 
Okanagin Landing and Pentic­
ton. and the mail for Shannon 
Lake 'residents could have as 
easil.v been dropped off .at Hall’s 
Landing, as the Wesbank wharf 
was then known, as at Peachland.
It seems though, that Mr. Mar­
shall had an inclination to do al­
most cnything that didn’t involve 
too much effort, and through luck 
or good management on his part, 
he managed to retain, for almost 
a decade, his very remunerative 
job of bringing the mail over the 
16-mile trail from Peachland. 
COLORFUL PERSONALITY 
’This first postmaster at Hall’s 
Landing, (renamed Westbank at 
the suggestion of John Davidson 
who had arrived here in 1893> 
was, in fact, a rather colorful 
personality with many and varied 
talents. His father was a hog 
rancher on Rattlesnake Flats, 
Oregon, but Shannon’s way was 
more with horses than hogs. 
While in Oregon, he took lessons 
in horse-training and went into 
this business enthusiastically, 
even to becoming a self-appointed 
“professor." He did a fine job 
of handling horses too, the only 
drawback being that after he’d 
trained them, he was the only 
person who could handle them!
His keen wit asserted itself 
when he came to naming his ani­
mals — one of his teams was 
christened. “Journey and Sing.” 
and a second team, “Hell ’n 
Blazes".“ Joblots” was ,the name 
his mongrel dog carried^
Shannon’s hand, which he was 
quite willing to turn to almost 
anything but labor, also guided 
the bow on his violin in a very 
agile way, and he , supplied the 
music for many early dances held 
in the new settlement.
Mr. Marshall’s charm however, 
did not prevent the pioneers here 
from being somewhat disconten­
ted with the mall service, as evi­
denced in an issue of the Kel­
owna Courier, dated April 1908 
An item appeared therein as fol 
lows;
"A movement is on foot to,have 
the Westbank post office transfer­
red from its present location at 
Marshall’s house to the enw town- 
site of Westbank. where a suitable 
home can be found lor it in the 
new store recently opened by Mr. 
Collins. Mr, Marshall himself is 
in favor of the change, nnd it has 
the support of the majority of 
the residents of the Westbank 
district. Mr. U, S. Grant sent a 
petition with n hundred signa­
tures to the pnst-mastcr-gcncral 
on Saturday.
"There Is hope for a mall ser­
vice of at least three times a 
week, if not dally, under the new 
agreement, while the present ser­
vice Is carried on only once a 
week from Pcnchland. A number 
of fnmiUco are .sctUlng oh or near 
the new townslto this spring, and 
there would seem to bo plenty of 
valid reasons for the change."
And so It came alwut that In 
19()8 the post office was moved to 
the general store of Wesley M. 
Collins, who had opened thO dls 
trlct’a first general store two 
years previously, and Mr. ColUns 
became |x>stmastcr.
At this time, there was a sec 
ond imstofflcc in the district. Gel 
latly Post office, at Gcllatly, had 
ireen opened, Juiic 1. 1903, with 
C. D . O.slwrne as iwstmastcr. In 
1904, D. E. Gellotly replaced Mr, 
Osborne nnd held the iwst until 
he dle<t in 1022. His widow car 
Tied on ns iwstmistress until the 
office clo.scd. In 1026. This post 
office was located In the large 
Gcllatly home, wljich Is still 
standing today, though uninhab­
ited.
n illL D IN O  D E ST R O Y E D
Mr. Collins was Westbank’s 
ixistmastcr until 1011, when his 
home and store, including the 
(XMt office, burned. Ills successor 
was William G. lIcwlcU, who had 
brought his family to the Okan 
ngan the previous year, nnd who 
Installed the mall service In his 
gcucral store. JoUowlng hla
drew for door i 
prizes and the lucky winners' 
were Mrs. G. Brodie who was the 
recipient of a >5100 gift certifi­
cate from Heather’s and young 
Trevor Elliot was the recipient 
of the bride’s bouquet.
Refreshments were served dur­
ing intermission and just before 
the show closed Mrs. D. Cart­
wright, president of the Ladies’ 
Auxiliarv, presented bouquets to 
Mrs. Block. Mrs. Balfour and
given to 
Porter.
death in 1915, Mr. Hewlett’s 
widow became Westbank’s first 
postmistress.
Mrs. Hewlett was succeeded by 
Alex Nicol in 1919, and in 1920 
E. C. Paynter was appointed to 
the job and held it until 1947, 
when it passed to George O. 
Holmes, the present postmaster.
In the meantime, a sub-post 
office had opened and closed its 
doors in the Glenrosa area. This 
branch service had been estab­
lished January 1, 1912, with L. D. 
Hitchner as postmaster, but in 
November of that year he relin­
quished his post to H. C. Last. 
In 1915, W. C. Hitchner replaced 
Mr. Last then, in 1917 his bro­
ther, the original postmaster, 
took over the post. G. H. Gates 
was appointed to the position in 
1922, and remained in charge 
until the branch was closed in 
the early ’30’s.
Despite the fact that .the West 
bank post office now served an 
area which had been served by 
three offices, rural m ail delivery 
was not inaugurated here until 
June 1, 1951.
A rther fanciful footnote may 
be added to this history — that 
the original post office at Shan­
non Lake did not operate at a 
high rate of efficiency is proven 
by the fact that when the lean-to 
from which the mail was (some­
times) delivered was torn down 
in later years, a letter was found 
to have fallen between some 
walls, thus never reaching its 
addressee. This letter had been 
written to a young man by his 
former fiancee in the Old Coun­
try. Apparently the pair had 
quarrelled and the letter was in­
tended to effect a reconciliation. 
Who knows? Through this letter, 
had it been received, the course 
of true love might have run 
smoothly!. But by the time it 
reached the man for whorn it 
was written, he had long since 
found another, bride.
GLENMORE
show was .V. —̂ — I inc oig inrui m luf mujw ao
Dewar. Other models for the chil-|j|^^, bridal scene with Miss Joyce 
dren’s wear were: Masters Mark'j.^jj^p year’s Lady-of-
and Barry Cartwright, T r e v o r p r i n c e s s e s )  as a bcauti- 
I Elliot. Tommy and Vivian Ley
Peachland Ladies I 
Exchange Plants 
A t W l M eeting
PEACHLAND—Regular meet­
ing of the Women’s Institute was 
held Friday, May 9, with the
president, Mrs. Kurt DomU in th c j -  -  woodhousc. Corsages were, 
chair A warm welcome was cx-i y ,  gtowe and Mrs.
tended to new members. p
This being the agricultural! 
meeting, members exchanged 
plants. It was regretted that Nat 
May of the experimntal station 
in Summerland, who was to have 
been the guest speaker, was un­
able to be present. An invitation 
from the Summerland Institute 
to attend their next meeting to 
exchange plants was gratefully 
accepfted.
Secretary, Mrs.* W, D. Miller, 
read a very interesting report of 
the district rally held in Oliver 
last week.
Plans for the annual flower 
show to be held June 20, were 
discussed and will be finalized 
at the next meeting; to be held 
on Thui/sday, June 12, instead of 
the 13, owing to the invitation 
from Summerland.
Hostesses for the afternoon 
were Mrs. Ivor Jackson, Mrs. W.
D. Miller and Mrs. Kurt Domi.
SOCIAL NOTES 
Peter St. John has been visit­
ing his grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. H. Pierce and his uncle 
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. D. K.
Penfold, since taking his exams 
a t  a-few days- fish­
ing in the district, he will return 
to the Coast where! he will be 
working with the Water Eights 
Department for the summer holi­
days.
CRACKING DOWN
PORT ARTHUR. Ont. (C P )- 
City council decided on a two- 
week educational campaign and 
then a crackdown on persons 
throwing rubbish on the streets. 
Mayor E u n i c e  Wishart com­
plained the city was the dirtiest 
place she had yet scon.
needed tor manuficturini use.
An>tme having donations for 
this need are asked to leave it at 
Mrs. P . W. Pixton’s.
Two members of the Rutland 
High School band from the Cen­
tre, Sandra Pixton and Herb Fal­
low, joineii the band In Rutland 
eeung or me uxanasa.. vvuuvlf" ’Hiursday mormng for their 
Women’s Institute held on Thurs-i‘'^>P‘o Vancouver where the b a ^  
day afternoon was a reix'urt of the' i;
delegate to the annual rally held'^*;'”* at UBC. They ^etu™- 
in Oliver recenUv. Sunday after playing
This is an annual "get logelhcr"|t"’° entertain-
of representatives of all the jn. nienl on the third, 
istitutes of tlic South Okanagan 
land Similkamcen organizations, 
i Delegate from the Centre was 
!Mrs, H. Louise Venables, secre-
itary-treasurcr of the local body. _______  _________ _
Addressing an average attend- RICH FUR •
ance of members she gave inter- niartcn, valued for Its fine
csting bits from the various re- jj st>ecics of weasel, somo- 
jiorts and told of the beautiful smaller than a house cat.
displays in the assembly room __ _̂__  - , _
arts and crafts from different 
institutes.
The Centre institute fccLs hon­
ored in the election to the district 
governing board of Mrs. Ven­
ables.
Hostcs.ses during the tea half- 
hour were Mrs. Matt Kobayashi 
and Mrs. B. Thorlaksen.
> Mr. C. F. Fallow took a  car­
load of youngsters down, most 
of the members, leader Gordon 
King and a chaperone went by 
chartered Greyhound bus.
OIL AREA
REGINA (CP)—The southeast 
corner of Saskatchewan now pro­
vides more than two - thirds the 
province’s total oil output. In Jan­
uary, the area's production was 
2,636,000 barrels of the provincial 
total of 3,835,000.
TINY STATE
Luxembourg, important steel 
producer in Europe, is only 55 
miles long and 34 miles wide.
The Woman’s Association of 
Sf. Paul's United Church held the 
regular meeting on Tuesday eve­
ning at the home of the president. 
Readings during the devotional 
period were given by Mrs, S. 
Kovama and Mrs. Macfarlanc.
I 'The treasurer rcixirted on thc; 
recently held Japanese Blossom 
Festival which seemed to be quite ■ 
satisfactory.
Plans are being made for a col­
lection of articles for relief in 
Korea. Requested are garments 
for all ages, especially for boys 
and girls, cloth 3 to 5 yds., thread 
and needles, buttons, quilts made 
from worn blankets covered with 
strong cloth and tied (not quilt­
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Opposite the Post Office
Mrs! J. K. Elliott. Brent sub­
division, has returned home from 
a holiday trip to North Vancou­
ver and Haney, where she visited 
friends and relatives.
Gary Bullock is home again 
from the Kelowna General Hos­
pital. ;
C. J. Leduke left on Friday 
for Burns Lake, where he is to 
reside in the future. After the 
school term ends he will return 
to move his family to that nor­
thern town.
Annual “Play Day” for thc pri-
GLENMORE — 'The regular 
monthly meeting of the Glcnmorc 
Circle of the United Church will 
be held on Wednesday, May 14 
at 8:00 p.m. at the home of Mrs.| 
W. F. Podwin, 771 Saucier Ave.
Dr. and Mrs. R. B. Emsliej 
motored to Vancouver to attend 
the British Columbia Dental As­
sociation annual meeting held in | 
that city May 1-3.
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Haddad 
were the former’s sister, Mrs. 
Coleman Reid of Cranbrook, and 
Mrs. Reid’s daughter and son-in- 
law. Mr. and Mrs. R. Palmer ofl 
Kamloops.
To raise money for camping 
equipment the Cubs and Scouts 
of the Glenmore district held a 
bottle drive on Saturday, May 3 
sponsored by the group commit­
tee. They wish to thank the resi­
dents "of the ’ffislricf who cohtri; 
buted to this worthy cause.
The First Glemnore Brownie 
Pack were taken on a hike up 
Knox Mountain by their leaders 
bn Thursday. May 8. The girls had 
an enjoyable afternoon and col­
lected several varieties of wild 
flowers. Mrs. D. McKay and Mrs 
I, Yamamoto went along to asssit 
Mrs. H. B. Earle the Brownie 
leader.
Mr. Manuel Costa, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. L. Costa, has returned 
to the district after spending two 
years working in the East.
Mrs. Robert Webb of London. 
England, is spending an extended 
holiday here visiting her daugh­
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold Guest of Bankhead. Mrs.
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 23 (KELOWNA)
Teachers' Salary Scale
The board of trustees of Kelowna School District 23 appreciates thc public 
is somewhat confused over thc issue of teachers’ salaries and in an endeavor to 
clarify the picture before thc pu’olic meeting which is scheduled for Thursday 
evening, trustees are therefore publishing thc following salary figures so that the 



















W. J. Logic . . . . . . . . ....$8,287 $8,637
R. E. Flower ----- . . . .  6,795 7,045
Miss A. M. Gale . . . . . .  6,100 6,500
W. C. Green . . . .  5,600 5,750
R. McClelland ---- . . . .  6.100 6,500
Miss M. I. Lean . . . . . . .  5,700 5,950
Miss M. C. Crosbie . . . .  6,100 6,500
J. R. Gowans......... . . . .  5,700 5,950
F. L. Bishop ---- - . . . .  5,900 6,100
M. N. B arw ick---- . . . . .  5,700 5,950
J. C. Doell ............ .....6 ,100 6,500
D. S. C. Wood . — .___ 6,100 6,500
R. T. Green . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,700 5,950
RUTLAND JUNIOR SENIOR HIGH
D. H. Campbell .............  8,375 8,775
C. A. Bruce ...................  7,237 7,637
N. Kerr ____________    5,300 5,500
F. A. Gornall --------—- 6,100 6,500
H. D’Arze Dendy —-^— 5,600 5,750
R. C. D. Fitzpatrick . .  5,000 5,000
B. H. Waldron 4,900 5,100
T. S. Cowan — 5,700 5,950
Miss G. M. P erro u - 5,700 5,950
J. M. T a it___ -  4,400 4,500
H. J. Hildebrand ------  5,700 5,950














LETHBRIDGE. Alta. (CP)— 
Twenty - five Japanese cherry 
blossom trees have been planted 
on civic grounds here as an ex­
periment. The trees come from 
northern Japan, where the clim­
ate is similar to that of southern 
Alberta.
PIONEER SCHOOL
Robert Raikes of Glpuccster, 
England, founder of the modern 
Sunday school, opened his first 
school in 1781,
NOTICE TO PARENTS
“Parents in (Glenmore area please note that all children 
starting school in September, who arc within the boundaries 
of the Municipality of Glcnmorc, will register at the Glcn- 
mpre School. They will NOT be admitted to the Kelowna 
City Elementary Schools.”
F. MACKLIN, Secretary-Treasurer, 
School District No. 23 (Kelowna)
KELOWNA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
F .  T .B unce— — — — 8,340 8,740 9,040
T. Gregory ....  - 7,220 7,620 7,920
J. M. Barre ____    6,100 6,500 6,800
R. J. Wunderlich......... 5,600 - 5,750 6.000
P. E. Bomford ............  6,100 6,500 6,800
H. Almond .........— —  5.600 5,750 6,00C
A. L. Maxwell -___  5,000 5,000 5,200
W. R. D rinkw ater----  4,400 4,500 4,600
H. E. Odium— — .......... 6,100 6,500 6,800
R. B. Lobb 5.700 5.950 6,200
S. A. S. Swift — - .......... 6,100 6.500 6,800
G. G. Yard ............   5.100 5,350 5,600
M. L. Johnson........... . .  5,500 5,550 5,800
G. A. H illian ....... . 5.900 6,100 6,300
A. W. K uhn............   3,800 4,050 4,000
Mrs. M. M. Johnston . .  4,800 , 4,800 5,000
3,400 3,700G. W. Johnson....... . 3,300
KELOWNA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
O. R. Henderson . . . - 5.700 5,950
A. I. Jones .................   4,500 4,720
P. Bulatovich...........   3,600 3,730
A. G. Scutt..................... 5,900 6,100
.Mrs. M. I. Deacon- 4,300 4,500
S. Dumka ......   5,900 6,100
Mrs. B. V. Wood . . . . . .  3,635 4,050
Mrs. E. H. G reig ....  4,200 4,390
Wm. H. C reese....... . 5,700 5,950
Mrs. N. R. Edwards . .  5,700 5,950
F. Hadficld ................... 5.700 5,950
M. W. R ose...................  5,600 5,750
Mrs. E. E. Ashley . . . .  4,950 5,200
C, G, W ebb...................  5,100 5,350
M. C. Stevens ..............  3.600 . 3,900
N. P e te rs ..............   4,200 4,390
_Miss J. M. M inette----  4,000 4,200
Mrs. J . M. Oswcll.......  4,050 4,225
Miss J. Fournier .........  5,600 5,750
K. H. Slater ..............   4,800 5,050
Mrs. M. HaU.................  5,100 5,350
G. B. King -....... — . . .  4,800 4,800
Mrs. E. M. Logie . . . . . .  5.400 5,400
Miss A. Martens .........  4,200 4,350
A. P. Taylor ........  5,500 5,550
D. R. Thomson.............  3,450 3,565
L. J. M a tte ................... 4,050 4,225
C. J. Larson ................ 5,100 5,350
C. Hopper .........   4,800 5,050
Miss E, B. Walker . . . .  5,700 5,950
Miss K. N. R. Dain . . . .  4,200 4,350
Miss M. E. Nichaus . .  3,600 3,730
Miss L. C. Faulkner . . .  4,400 4,500
Miss V. I. Norniman . .  4,000 4,200
W. Wintonyk .........   4,000 4,200
H. McK. G ra n t............  3,600 3,900
Mrs. B. Gibson............  3.900 4,060
L. Cuddeford 5,700 5,950
H. T. Elford....... ........... 4,350 4,555
Mrs. H. Horseman . . . .  3,300 3,400
Miss E. L. Jackson . . .  5,600 5,750
Miss E. M arshall---- - 6,100 6,500
Mrs. P. S cu tt................ 3,900 4,060
• • •
G. C. Bis.scll ................. 7|800




E. W. Gundrum............ 3,800
Mrs. E. J , Burbank . .  4,250
Mrs. E. L. Podwin---- 3.3.50
Miss M. Truant ...........2,900
Miss J. Wolfe................. 3,650
Mrs. E. J. Sinclair . . . .  3,050 
Mrs. J. M. Pollock . . . .  2,7.50 
E. A. Jnmcs-Vcilch . .  3,900
Mls,s R. J. Haney -------- 4,2.50
Mrs. H. Moore ..............4,250
Mrs. A. R. McClure----- 4,100
Mlsls A. E, Lclnnd---- 2.(’)00
Miss M. 1. Rcnwlck . . . .  4,250
MLss J, W ong................. 3,200
Miss M. C. Scltenrlch . 2,750
RURAL SCHOOLS
W. J. Hrynyk ...........4,470
Mrs. E. P. Bailey.........4,2.50
Mrs. E. Forworn.........3,350
S ,L. Jnnzcn ............t  3,665
Mrs. |L Hnrvle ............ 3,650
J. K. McCulloch ...........3,720
Mrs. M. McCulloch . . i .  3,500
Mrs. E. Vaughan.........4,100
G. D. McKenzie 4.715
With big picture windows, foam-rubber seats and aircon­
ditioning, the “ Dayliner’' takes the fatigue out of travel. 
Make your next trip your best trip. Go “ Dayliner”. There’s 
a daily trip each way. Just over 7 hours between Vancouver 
and Penticton. For departure and 
arrival times, phone 3068. ‘
Agent —  Russ Light 
358 Dcroard Ave. Phone 3126
Mr.s. K. Lauingcr — .
C. I, Williams ........
Miss E. R. Koskimakl
, n, E. Taylor .........l. ,
\MLss M, J. Reeves . . i  
Mrs, A, I. McClymont , . 
MLss P. D. Davison ...,. 2,900
Mrs. V. Norman ...........4,320
Mrs. C. M. Davidson . .  3,950
Miss J . C. Scale .............. 12,750
C. H. Parker .............   4,602
Miss K. Price 
Miss K. Yamabo 
Mrs. L, M. Lucicr . . .
Wnh Bcn,I-«c . ............
N. Krockcr .................
Mrs. E. C. Shunter . . .
G. C*. Fast .................
Misi! J . Lalng ............ .
Mrs. D. J . Dannvo . . .
Miss A. llpscihan —  . 
Miss M. Vamsanten . . . .  2,900
Mlsi M. G. R ltch....... . 4,100


























































































































Mrs. A. P. Forsyth 
Miss S. J. Harvey
Mrs. D. A. Kelley.........3,200
E. Gabel .....................3.800
Mrs. G, M. Varney . . . .  2,900. 
Mrs. H, McDougnll . .  4,2.50 
Mrs, F, M. Mahood . . . .
Miss S. M. Hart .........
Miss A, M. Heit .........
K. G, M arshall............
Miss N. M. C ann .........
Mr.s. A. Hacklcr .........
Mi.ss D. E. Lucas . . . . . .  .
R, S. Haskins................. 3,650
Mrs. H. A. V. Knutson 3,200 
Miss D, B. Corni.sh . . . .  2,400
Mrs. E. E. Ncid ............ 4,100
Miss E. L. R. Chalcroft 2,7.50 



























































































Mi.ss B, L, W alsh......... 4,250 4,450
Mrs. K. E. Taylor . . . .  4.250 
Mls.s F. M. Burdge . . . .  2,400 
Mrs, C. Bcrlolnmi — - 3,065 
Mrs. G. n. Parker . . . .  4,700 
Miss H. I, Gorman . . . .  4,700 
Mrs. D, Ouwehand . . . .  4,250 
Miss D.T. Dobbin . . . .  4,250
J. A. B crtc lg .............   4,090















Miss F. A. Fast
D. S. Bt'mind ............
Miss D. U. Dullk . . . .  
Miss L, L. Hccko —  
Miss J. L. Myrtle . . .  
W. Mnclnuchlnn —  
Mrs. V, C. Cameron 
C. W, Otiwchnnd .. . .  
















P. D, Wakefield......... 4*200
Mrs. O, A. SoEuss . . . .  4,500
Mrs. G, M arte l............ 4,500
W. RaUlalf ....... MOO
Mrs. M. J. Dlllabnugh . 3,750 
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Two Fine Books A bou t B.C. 
W hich  Should Be Read By A ll
The oihcr day two interesting books on 
British Columbia reached our desk at about 
3hc same lime. Ihcy were Uriihh Columbia 
'in Pictures by Ricliard and Lyn Harrington, 
,|)ublishcd by Thomas Nelson and Sons, and 
yiriiish Coliimhiii: A Centennial Aniholoity, 
published by McClelland & Stewart Limited 
and officially endorsed by the British Colum­
bia Centennial Committee. Each of these 
books should be in the possession of any 
person interested in this province, its back- 
i.£round and its future.
C The Harrington Ixsok is entirely pic­
tures. The authors must have travelled thou- 
iands of miles and into every nook and cor­
ner of the province to obtain their material.
It would seem that they have touched upon 
everything—the wildness, the majesty, the 
sea, the peaceful valleys, the forests, the 
rushing streams and the great rivers. They 
ere photographers who know their trade and 
in their book they have collected as fine a 
group of pictures as can be found in any 
single publication. The Harringtons have per­
formed a service to this province and it is 
surprising that their book has not received 
the official endorsement of the centennial 
committee.
The Centennial Anthology is the work 
' of some eighty living authors. It was planned 
, to provide a panorama of the province, its 
people and their way of life yesterday and to­
day. It is illustrated with many black and 
white pictures and 16 pages in full color.
Its contents arc divided into five sec­
tions: Days of Our Years; The Sea Our 
« Doorway; Mountains Enfold Us; The Glow 
“ of Our Lamps and Corridors of Our Spirit.
It contains factual material, poetry, fiction. 
It is interesting, humorous and certainly in­
formative. This, too, is a book which should
e A tt itu d e s
The most highly skilled driver, if his atti- 
. tudes are poor, is a “bad” driver. Brilliant 
V car handling, razor-sharp judgment,' hair­
- tr ig g e r  reactions, perfect physical condition 
. . . .  can never weigh the scale agains irre­
sponsibility, recklessness, immaturity, seUish- 
: ness, says the Ontario Safety League..
What are attitudes? How can they be
- changed? What can be done about the 
I Show-off, Baby-blow-horn, the Speeder, Mr.
M ove-over-i'm coming-through? '
The attitudes of human beings arc the 
t  learned ways of meeting our needs. We de- 
; velop attitudes because they fit in with what
- we want.
V Only two sets of conditions will change 
;  those attitudes. Firstly, we change them when
- we find they no longer meet the needs that 
C brought them into being. Secondly, we will
■ change them if we develop new needs for 
which we have no established attitudes.
Let’s be specific. Take a teenager with a 
• slight inferiority complex, unsure of himself. 
' He feels a particular need to assert himself
■ to win the attention and approval of others.
DC on the shelves of any person interested in 
the province in which he lives.
It is not a book to be picked up and 
hastily read. Rather it is one for browsing, 
for periodic casual reading that one may sav 
our the full flavor of this province.
Curiously enough, if we have any critic­
ism of these two books, it is for the same rea­
son. The Okanagan receives scant attention 
in cither. The Harringtons cover the Okana­
gan in only two pictures and neither is up to 
the standard of the book. One in Oliver 
shows zucca melons while the other is a very 
ancient picture of the Ogopogo at the foot 
of Bernard Avenue.
While it is true that in the Anthology 
there is a factual piece by Roland Good- 
child about the Kelowna Coat-of-Arms and 
II.S meaning, and a poem “Okanagan Sum­
mer” by Thelma Reid Lower, the Okana-
e o u t W r
lention. Admittedly the compilers must have 
bad a tremendous task and a difficult selec­
tion in their attempt to confine all British 
Columbia, its history and its life between 
the covers of one book. They have our sym­
pathy. Nevertheless, we cannot help feeling 
that in this book, as well as the Harrington’s 
book, a better selection of Okanagan mater­
ial could have been made.
This does not mean that these books 
arc not worthy of a place on the shelves of 
any book lover and any B.C. enthusiast. 
They arc attractively presented and the ma­
terial, for the most part, is a credit to the 
compilers. »
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TEENAGEKS
The Editor.
The Dally Courier 
Dear Sir:
Many exaggerated articles and 
stories have appeared in mag­
azines and newspapers running 
down today’s teenagers. Well, I 
for one would like to defend the 
teenagers of today even with 
their rock and roll and say that 
these young people are ho worse 
than they have been in the past. 
As a matter of fact many of 
them are better than they have 
ever been and most of them 
know at a much earlier age how 
to have an exciting and enjoy­
able time, as well as knowing 
what they want out of life.
For example, on Sunday, May 
4 in Kelowna, my husband and 
I were fortunate in seeing the 
Teenage Safe Driving Road-e-o 
and all the wonderful teenagers 
displaying some of their abilities 
Being a woman, I could not 
lake my eyes off Lloyd Schmidt 
of Kelowna, because of his won 
derful driving ability and the 
marvellous way he conducted 
himself at all times. It did not 
surnrlse me that he was event­
ually awarded first place and 
when he flashed his victory smile 
in my direction, I applauded 
along with the rest of the people 
and teenagers present.
The City of Kelowna should be 
truly proud of this handsome 
young lad for being a true cham­
pion and wish him further luck 
in his quest for glory.
. Special thanks to your paper of 
May 5 for the lovely photo of 
Road-e-o Champion Earns His 
Spurs.
Yours trulv, 
MRS. N. S. TAYLOR, 
Vernon, B.C.
born every minute.
J. J . MORROW.
(Editor’s Note: I’m afraid, Mr. 
Morrow, you missed the whole 
point of the editorial. There was 
no suggestion the Packers or any 
other senior team is "slmon 
pure.’’ What we were trying to 
emphasize is that the team mem­
bers. or vCertalnly most of them, 
were residents of Kelowna with 
jobs and in many cases property: 
not Just fly-by-nights. Most of 
them certainly are good citizens 
making their living here. Surely 
this is to their credit?
We tried to point out that the 
Packers stren^hened the team 
by adding three players accord­
ing to the rules and regulations 
of the Canadian Amateur Hockey 
Association. They certainly did 
not “pack” the team with play­
ers from other clubs. They added 
Dawes from Kamloops and Agar 
and Moro from Vernon. Two of 
these were to rep^ce Powell and 
Kaiser who were both out with 
broken legs.
You apparently have set your­
self up as a hockey authority. It 
would seem logical then for you 
to know this and for you to know 
that three players were added not 
six. I would think, too. that you 
would know that Moe Young was 
not brought in to strengthen the 
team, but has been a resident 
here for three years and has a 
Job as Salesman with Llpsett 
Motors.
One is forced to wonder Just 
why you arc so “anti-Packers.” 
—R.P.M.l
STABBING HIMSELF IN THE BACK
D riv in g
BYGONE DAYS
He finds, or imagines, that he can get this 
approval from classniates by show-off driv­
ing; boys turn to stare, girls giggle and wave. 
It becomes an attitude, because conspicuous 
driving satisfies one of his needs.
But when he gets into his twenties he finds 
that the approval he craves no longer comes 
to him when he “leaves rubber” on starts 
and stops, or drives at 80 m.p.h. The more 
mature people he now mixes with regard it 
as boring, or frightening. His attitude changes. 
He doesn’t particularly believe in careful 
driving, but he gets no approval from his 
“dragging” habits.
Then he marries. Now he has a need to 
protect his family in the car. To keep healthy 
to suyport them. To preserve the confidence 
of his employers, which might be lost if he 
had repeated accidents and “tickets”. These 
new needs change his attitudes again; now 
he believes in good driving.
Tducation can change attitudes by expos­
ing the falseness of imagined "needs”; or by 
creating new, more wholesome needs. Fear 
(of enforcement, or injury) may curb Ex­
pression but it has little effect on attitudes.
10 YEARS AGO 
May, 1948
Continued rains and C(»l wea­
ther holding back the looked-for 
slow run-off of moisture on the 
surrounding watersheds is build­
ing up to high water condition this 
summer. This restrained warn­
ing was given by E. H. Tread- 
croft, district engineer with the 
Water Rights branch in Kelowna. 
Portions of lawns and yards in 
the Woodlawn district and around 
Pendozi Street and Sutherland 
Ave. are partly under water.
Work on demolishing the old 
buildings next to Bennett’s Hard­
ware Store, where the new 
theatre will be constructed by 







In ija t io n  Still 
era I T re a su ry
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
.and force consumers into deeperi Thi.s may generate ihcroased 
debt {demand for credit to finance
- O-TTAWA (CP. -  The .sp c o tre lWARY APPROACH inventories. Perhaps that
"In inflation still haunts the fed- Some of tliese advisers have 
*prnl treasury It could bring a (.nggested the government take a 
, 'cK ngo  r  P « ‘ in ^ v c rn m o n t o.uUon«ry a p p ro ,*  In It, spend- 
I "BUending on a huge public works Ing progrnrn. An indication of 
' • this frame of mind came in Mon-
program. in throne speech when the
administration government seemed to agrep that 
inflation was indeed a threat.
'The throne speech, outlining
So far, the
bearing cUfwn hard on the reces- 
Hlon, moving to create morb Jobs
■through vast new government Ifgislatlon for the
federal financial ad _. . now Kossion touched on t
is why some elements of a “tight- 
money” policy still remain. In­
terest rates on short-term loans 
have been sharply reduced. But 
rates on long-term loans still re­
main high. ^
20 YEARS AGO 
May. 1938 
News was announced by A. K. 
Loyd, president of BCFGA, that 
the dominion government has at 
last heeded the cry of the cherry 
growers In the west and has est­
ablished a value for duty on pro­
cessed cherries from Italy and 
other countries entering Western 
Canada, as far east as Mani­
toba.
30 YEARS AGO 
May. 1928
Dr, and Mrs. Knox returned 
home from Florida on Friday and 
received a very warm greeting at 
the CPR wharf from a large 
number of friends. Dr, Knox is 
in good health and is able to walk 
quite freely with the aid of a 
walking stick.
40 YEARS AGO 
May. 1918
Dr. Keller and Mrs; Keller left 
last Thursday for Kingston, Ont­
ario, to visit their son, Cadet 
Keller.
50 YEARS AGO 
May, 1908
The South Kelowna Land Com­
pany have already sold a large 
quantity of the lake frontage re­
cently laid off in front of the old 
polo ground, and there will no 
doubt be a keen demand for the 
remainder of the property to be 
offered for sale, which only 
awaits the completion of plans to 
be put on the market.
By JACK BEST 
Canadian Presa Staff Writer
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prince 
Bernhard of The Netherlands *said 
Friday Canada, unlike much of 
Europe, “may still look forward 
to a fascinating future of expan 
slon and development within her 
own boundaries.”
The prince, on a three-day visit 
to British Columbia, made the 
statement after receiving an hon 
orary doctorate of laws frdm the 
University of B.C. It came after 
a brief visit to city hall and a 
tour of the city’s scenic spots.
The prince said his trip across 
Canada "has given me once 
again the exhilarating impres­
sion of growth in all its stages, 
of continuity in development, of
pansion beyond the grasp of the 
most far-sighted planning.” 
Canada’s n a t u r a l  resources 
“will provide a challenge to the 
energy, the Ingenuity, the vision 
the moral and intellectual perse­
verance of many generations to 
come.”
His remarks were contained in 
the text of a speech released to 
the press before delivery.
After a motor tour of the city, 
he moved on to tbe university to 
receive his honorary doctorate.
Comparing the early growth of 
Canada with that of Holland’s 
settlements in the Far East, he 
said both were marked by enter­
prise and the search for good 
trade communications with new
BIBLE BRIEF





Re your editorial of May 7th, 
Courier.
It’s all crap. You would have 
one to believe Kelowna Packers 
are “Simon Pures.”
Whereas Geo. Inglis* comment­
ing about three weeks ago in the 
Courier, on the lack of attend 
ance at the arena stated in the 
Courier, that it was costing the 
Packers $200.00 a day in wages 
to keep the Packers running.
Your remarks as to the players 
being home brews, all having 
homes and working in Kelowna— 
well, they do so for their own in­
terest. Have heard Middleton 
bulls in $750 a month, player’s 
wages; also at his Job. 
t Also your remarks Kelowna 
Packers did not pack their club 
with additional players from 
other clubs. Well. Inglis In his 
column stated Kelowna had six 
pickups, three from Vernon and 
three from Kamloops. Who did 
Dawes, Agar and Moro and Young 
and others play for the past sea­
son?
Had the Packers won the Allan 
Cup, how could the public say it 
was Kelowna Packers won it? 
We are not all Barnums, one
Blessed is the man that walk- 
eth not in (he council of the un­
godly, not standing in the way of 
sinners, nor sltteth in the seat of 
the scornful. Ps. 1:1. 2.
Living out of harmony with God 
brings nothing but shame nnd 
misery.
ANCIENT PLANT
Eggplant is believed to have or­
iginated in India or Burma, with 
m§ny different names in ancient 
languages.





Now that the hockey season is light—it consists also in watch-
federal flnanan  aavusers ^
privately wordeni^g large-scale federal financing to
accent shouldn t be oir inflation projects that
rather than on locesslon, include a 400-mllo northern
They look back \o  the Infia- branch, aid for construction 
tionary spiral of 1950 ana won- Saskatchewan Irrlga
.dor if that wasn’t caused by the
“ easy money” era of '*1"̂  
followed the recession of 19.53-54. 
Again they wonder If a new pe­
riod of "onsy money nnd easy 
credit will' .send prices upwards
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tlon nnd power project, expan 
slon of harbors and airports and 
countless other works.
And It called on all Canadian 
groups to recognize the dangers 
niul inequities of inflation “and 
th<> need to rostrftln donmnda 
which will give rise to increases 
In prices and the costs of pro­
duction,” . V 1
P r i m e  Minister DIefenbnkor 
spoke in similar vein before the 
Canadian Labor Congress at Win­
nipeg April 24 when he appealed 
to consumers to start an “ag­
gressive buying drive” to sUmu- 
Inte the economy.
ADVISES MODERATION 
yYot he advised moderation on 
the part of labor and inanagc- 
mont. saying: "We can’t .rpeet 
unemoloyment If we are nrlcca 
out of world markets, I will say 
the same to business. Tills is no| 
time for drastic dr over-demand­
ing notion by any sector of our 
cconomy.“ ^
l.lvlng costs are at an all,-time 
high and federal authorities an­
ticipate they win go oven higher.
Industries have been living on 
light inventories. 'I'hcy have Iwon 
cautious about heavy stoeKpillng 
liecniiHO of business unecrtnlntv. 
But there is soipc suggestion in 
federal quarters that the produc­
tion slack may lie taken up in 
the fall. Buslne.s.s may again 
start building up big, Inventories 
ns B guard agati^sl price ad­
vances. ,
Russians Plan 
A utom atic Train
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
Union's state planning chief Mon­
day cnvl.sngcd a train of tho fu 
ture that will operate without a 
humnn engineer — and do a bet­
ter Job.
Jo.soph Kuzmin, a deputy 
premier, said the “first com­
pletely niitomatlc train engineer 
in tho world” now 1s being de­
veloped at a Moscow railway 
centre.
BETTER CAMPS
THE PAS, Man. (CP)—A throe 
day course on camp sanitation of 
fored hero to help oporators of 
on Increasing number' of bush 
and Industrlat camps In northern 
Manitoba Included Instruction in 
meat cutting,' sanitation. Water 
supply, fly and garbage control,
Manitoba Gets 
Tartan A ll 
For Itself
WINNIPEG (CP) -  Manitoba 
has become the third province to 
display its own tartan.
Nova Scotia nnd British Colum­
bia wore first. Now Hugh Kirk­
wood Rnnkinc, an ardent weaver, 
has produced a design for the 
province founded by Lord Selkirk 
with Scottish settlers who came 
to North America by way of Hud 
son Bay.
The tartan has bcch woven by 
the Guild of Weavers and rc 
corded in Edinburgh,
The cloth has a white ground, 
representing t h e  stretches of 
Snow through which thq first set­
tlers struggled, dark red squares 
repre.s(>nting their Red River set­
tlement. yellow lines symbolizing 
bountiful .crops nnd harvest and 
green lines for tho forests.
over, and for a few months we 
can devote our enthusiasms to 
other spectator sports, we think 
it might be a good time for ser­
ious consideration of one aspect 
of future hockey seasons. We 
are personally ardent in our en­
thusiasm for Canada’s national 
sport, but we have been wonder­
ing lately if our enthusiasm 
hasn’t carried us a bit too far. 
Perhaps it should be tempered 
with a degree of caution. We 
wonder if all of us who hAve 
supported the game over the 
years may not have gone con­
siderably over our collective 
heads in an economic sense. For 
instance, how many of our read­
ers have considered the attend­
ant trials and tribulations of fin­
ancing the team on a trip to 
Europe had they won the Allan 
Cup? And of course as long as 
we arc in Senior “A” hockey that 
possibility will remain.
We contend that the O.S.H.L. 
should consider, and consider 
now, the advisability of taking 
Intermediate status. Wo know 
this idea will be countered by 
tho argument that wc ns fans, 
are used to the quality of Senior 
"A” performance, and would 
find the "Coy Cup” grade of hoc­
key .something less than interest­
ing. To that argument we can­
not agree. It is not by any means 
only the calibre of play that 
makes the game a spectators do­
ing two evenly matched teams 
battling to win. Consider this also 
if you will. It is a fact that this 
league has a number of players 
who are not going to be able to 
maintain Senior "A” ability 
very much longer. These are the 
"citizen” players we are proud 
tc call our own—fellows who live 
and work in the town and parti­
cipate in community activities. 
Under Intermediate rating, these 
men could continue to play, to 
give us good hockey entertain 
ment for several years to come 
and at the same time provide 
themselves with an extra source 
of income. Thiat income would 
admittedly not be as large as it 
at present, but it could still be 
a desirable Item.
As a community wc would not 
then be carrying the top heavy 
financial burden we have now 
v/ith Senior ”A” hockey. As it 
is we will always have that bur- 
den, even under the most capable 
and efficient management, esp­
ecially when we have a team of 
championship calibre and exten 
sivc travelling has to be done 
We know this may sound like 
"lowering tho flag’’ to many of 
our reaclers, but the hard fact 
remains that in recent years 
many cities much larger than 
any of those in the O.S.H.L. have 
discontinued Senior hockey 
They found it economically im­
possible to maintain. Can wc 
continue to do it?
TIME TO CHECK 
YOUR FIRST AID 
NEEDS
DYCK'S DRUGS
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University Students Find Hazards 
O f Job-Getting Grim 'Cross Canada
B r THE CANADIAN PBESS
Canadian university students
Yarmouth, N.S.. will hire thejarca still lead In the number of 
usual number of students. jobs offered students.
Dr. Raymond Gushue, presl-| Most University of Manitoba
j,jpp.^orlal University. St.lstudents are attempting to findin^^^”
Chinchilla Raising Big 
Business In Manitoba
ALTONA, Man. 'CP ' — Chin-,there may be as the market In- 
chilla raising has become a big,creases.
job for two southern Manitoba! Mr. Keufeld bought his first
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John’s. Nfld.. said prospects of 
students finding jobs in the At­
lantic province are not as good____ _ _____  _ _ ^
as last year. Chief sources of found doing manual worW,
In years getting jobs for the sum­
mer months.
Descriptions of summer job 
prospects by university officials 
across the country range from 
"poor" and "grim" to "fair." Of­
ficials hope the situation, stem 
ming from conditions producing 
the highest unemploymertt since 
the 1930s, will improve in the 
near future.
A survey by The Canadian 
Press indicated employers are 
becoming more selecti\'e in hir­
ing university students and grad­
uates.
TAKE SECOND LOOK
"No more will they jump at the 
first person with the minimum 
qualifications." says R. P. Hart­
ley of Moncton, N.B., Atlantic re­
gional director of the federal gov­
ernment's National Employment 
Service.
Two University of Toronto stud
ents have worked at their‘own — , , ^ . j j
summer job.s. pessimistic outlook but add it s
Julian Porter, 21. son of Chief, still too early to make an accur- 
Justlce Dana Porter of Ontario ate forecast of the situation, 
and a third-year student in mod-! "Companies are reluctant to 
ern hi.story, will lead a tour of commit themselves in aav«nce 
8tudcnl5 lo Europe. He will belthis year/* said an official of the 
away 10 weeks, travel free to Eu- McGill University placement ser
I pair of chinchillas from Mr. Bar
work allied to their studies, butl Art Barnabe of Letcllier haslnabe for S500. Now he has 50 an- 
almcst all first- and second-year! t>cen raising the small South imals and keeps 60 in trust for 
undergraduates a r e generally'American fur - blarers for 10,another farmer.
the fault from the cages.
Killing the animals for pelting 
is done with a simple electrical 
device. One cord is clamped to 
an ear and another to the tail, 
then the plug is shoved into a 
wall socket.
As an expert in the field, Mr. 
Barnabe skins his own animals 
and those of Mr. Neufeld. Each 
skinning takes about 20 minutes.
summer employment are survey 
projects, the CNR and various 
provincial and federal govern­
ment departments.
Laval University officials said 
prospects in the Quebec City 
area are down about 40 per cent.
The university placement bu­
reau, working with the NES, usu­
ally places about 500 students. So 
'n r this year about 235 have been 
*laced, but officials expect the 
figure could reach 300 before the 
school year ends in May. The bu­
reau added that fewer employers 
have reported job openings this 
year than last and that they of­
fered fewer jobs than in the past. 
.MONTREAL PESSIMISTIC
University employment officer.  ̂
in the Montreal region have a
Hardly any students at Regina i 
College, affiliated with the Uni-
PROUD ANNOUNCEMENT 
SARNIA.
Junek was so overjoyed on the 
birth of his first son that he an
Bonner Names Carruthers To 
Mediate Civil Service Dispute
VICTORIA (CPI — Attorney- ment Prof. Carruthers is a "rcco-1 
General Robert Bomu'r has an-lgniip^ authority" on constitu-
nounced the appointment of Prof.!,j„„„, __
Fred Carruthers of the Univers-j‘ ‘̂’" “* rdations.
ity of British Columbia as me-! attorney - general said]
diator in the 10-month dispute*charges — principally by oppo-{ 
between the provincial govern -l. îUon leader Rober Strachan
ment and civil servants.
years, and Ted Neufeld of Altonaj The o[)eration has stretched 
has been in the business for two | from his basement to his garage
and he plans a new, larger build-
versity of Saskatchewan have looking for good re- ii^  this year. He e.viiccts to ^ b ill ia rd
^ turns, since the average pricc;300 to 400 pelts a year in two .j, i«^n “ Hi Hoe it’s a bov!
now is $45 a pelt, with higher!years’ time pounds, n  ounces.” said
prices for perfect pelts. About 150| Mr. Neufeld ,said̂  it costs a^ut^^jjp gjgj, ^he Juneks already had
^  . I Prof Carruthers. with the UBC!
ont. (CP) Amn|JJ^y ,̂ faculty, w»ill continue the in-* 
"' vestigation into extending bar-'
found jobs. Officials said that 
last year all engineering students 
had found work by mid - April. 
This year only about half of them 
have jobs in prospect.
Summer employment for Uni­
versity of Alberta undergradu­
ates seems slow In developing, 
officials said. However, NES and 
university officials are confident 
that by mid-May job opportuni­
ties shoifld be almost as good as 
in 1957, despite hiring reductions 
in some quarters, notably the pe­
troleum industry.
Oil companies, hit by a market 
recession, were reported hesitant 
in mid-April to hire their usual 
quota of students, though this sit­
uation was expected to ease late 
in May when the pace of oil-field 
work quickens
rope and net about $1,000 from 
the venture.
Stephen Lewis, 20, a second- 
■year modern history student, will 
spend the first six weeks of his 
vacation as a CCF organizer In 
Manitoba for the provincial elee- 
’tion. He is the son of David 
Lewis, national chairman of the 
CCF.
Later. Stephen will spend two 
months In a summer camp for 
children in northern Ontario and 
the rest of the summer as a CCF 
organizer in Ontario, He expects 
to save $450 to $500 from his 
camp Job. but expects no money 
for organizational work. 
PROSPECTS "GRIM”
University officials In New 
Brunswick described summer job 
prospects as "grim," especially 
for undergraduates. M o s t  em­
ployers arc looking for graduates 
as permanent help. A small num­
ber of undergraduates have found 
employment on survey crews and 
with mining companies.
National Employment Service 
officials described the situation 
In Nova Scotia and Prince Ed­
ward Island as being "about the 
same or a little poorer” than last 
year. Resort hotels at Dlgby and
pelts are needed to make one fur;$2 a year to feed a chinchilla, 
coat. [The obstacle so far as cost is con-
Mr. Barnabe, one of the firstlcerned is the initial investment, 
breeders in Manitoba, started CLEA.N ANIMALS 
with three pairs and Ms present j animals keep themselves
stock IS more than • „,n,.^iclcan. but twice a week are given*from an area extending more 
first seven years  ̂ . ,Ns baths in sand imported from'than eight miles from downtown
of his efforts to sell g '.;the United States. Their food con-1Winnipeg before the city is pro­
as bre^d>"g stock  ̂or spe-tected against the annoying in-
three years he ha. concen _irinl mnrpntmfp Th#»v liv(» mve P! .T .tJlnnfinlH nt Iho
WIDE AREA
WINNIPEG (CP) — Breeding 
mosquitoes must be eliminated
that the enquiry had been jpur- 
posely delayed were "dcUbei^ally 
misleading."
Dates for further hearings 
gaining rights to the B.C. Gov-'have not been announced.
eminent Employees’ Association.!-------------- ------------  --------- -̂--- -
Negotiations were virtually sus­
pended when former Chief Jus­
tice Gordon Sloan resigned in 
April,
Mr. Bonner said in a state-
on selling pelts, although he still 
sells breeding stock on occasion. 
MANY AWARDS 
He has won ihany ribbons, med­
als and trophies for his work as 
a breeder. He is a director of 
the National Chinchilla Breeders 
Association of Canada.
Mr. Barnabe now js trying to 
concentrate on production of me-
is no
vice.
Girls are having a tougher time 
than men. The McGill service 
said Jobs for girls are scarce and 
“not too satisfactory” from the 
students’ point of view.
Officials added women students 
are reluctant to take the few do­
mestic and camp jobs that come 
up because they don’t last long 
enough or pay enough to provide 
the funds needed for next year’s 
classes.
Placement officers for Ottawa’s 
Carleton University said place­
ment of job applicants this Year 
is slower than in previous years. 
Of the 650 applicants, about.270 
have been placed so far. Journal­
ism students at this university 
are reported having more diffi­
culty this year than in the past 
in obtaining summer newspaper 
employment.
Placement officer J .  K. Brad­
ford of the University of Toronto 
reports almost all third-year en­
gineering students have found 
jobs. However, difficulty is ex­
perienced in placing first- and 
second-year engineering students 
because of the availability of 
much unskilled labor. Manufac­
turing industries in the Toronto
Job chances for University of 
British Columbia students t  h 1 sldium-colored pelts. There 
year are described as poor. Mostldiffercnce in price of various 
of the available jobs will be in shades at present, but he expects
cial concentrate pellct.s. They live 
in cages 14 inches high. 14 in­
ches wide and two feet long.
The average litter is two or 
three animals, but four is not un­
common, and the average fe­
male may produce as many as 
three litters a year.
Though immune to disease, the 
animals occasionally are attacked 
by a fungus. If an animal starts 
biting itself and marring its pelt 
it receives treatment, and if this 
fails it is destroyed to eliminate'lower.
sects, says E. J. Stanfield of the 




G E R A L D T O N .  Ont. (CP) 
Fisheries officials here said the 
number of lamprey scars on lake 
trout caught in Lake Superior be­
tween the Lakehead and Ross­
port was 55 per cent greater in 
1957 than the previous year. The 









In by 9 a.m. 
Out by 5 p.m.
HENDERSON'S 
DRY ClEANERS
1555 ELLIS PHONE 2285
/ -• V '
UBC Tests Rare 
In Fight Against Cancer
VANCOUVER (CP) — Minute 
quantities of rare drugs are be­
ing tested at the University of 
British Columbia in the fight 
against cancer.
They are some of many beiiig 
tested throughout the world in 
the search for a compound ef­
fective against the disease.
One drug "screened” here now 
Is undergoing clinical tests on hu­
mans In the United States. It Is 
Actinomycin D which at UBC 
proved effective In treatment , of 
a liver cancer in a certain strain 
of white rats.
Another tested here, methotrex­
ate, has Euppres-sed a solid tu­
mor for the first time In the 
United States tests. Methotrexate 
also successfully fought the rat 
tumor at UBC.
So complex and widespread Is 
the fight against cancer the UBC 
researchers do not know how far 
their work goes In making a suc­
cess of a drug such as metho­
trexate. They make tests and 
pass on the results which may 
be used as a stepping-stone for 
more work In a laboratory thou 
sands of miles away, or may 
parallel work done in another 
laboratory.
The drugs are manufactured In 
such tiny quantities that doses 
are measured In milligrams (one 
thousandth of a gram) which 
would fit nicely on a pinhead.
Dr. Marvin D. Darrach, head 
of the university biochemistry de­
partment and In charge of re­
search. said it takes a tremend 
ous number of scientific man­
hours to produce a gram.
When the UBC team worked out 
a method of transferring the rat 
tumor, which experience has 
shown responds to all iischil anti 
cancer agents, to a Swiss mouse 
it wn.H considered a significant 
contribution to cancer Tcsoarch.
A research program using mice 
wovild need only half a gram iii- 
stead 0. five grams for long tesl-s 
ort rats.
UBC exiierlmcnts arc aimed nt 
findibg a drug that works on can­
cer. then nt uncovering the mys­
teries of cancer by finding how 
the drug works; and also at im­
proving chances of recovery af­
ter an operation.
With Injections of actinomycin 
T) (called on anti - metabolite) 
more than half the rats treated 
survive the liver tumor and be­
come immune. ,
Tests indicated \nctinoinycin ,D 
forced the cancer cells to release 
n substance, which stimulated the 
nrtxluctlon of n cancer antibody 
In the blood. |
Researchers are accumulating 
blood from the Immune rats In] 
an attempt lo (ind the source of] 
the immunity,
They are trying to pull apart 
a ciRiccr cell to flpd the sut>- 
stance the actinomycin released. 
If they sxiccced. they may be able 
to produce a potent antibody to 
tjic cancer.
They aro also stu<lylng steroids 
—hormones secreted by the ad­
renal glands,
The adrenal steroids Interfere 
with the anlmursYlevelopmcnt of 
resistance lo caneVr, The mouse 
test succeeilerl when an Injection 
of an adrenal sterol<l preventesd 
the mouse frotn building up its 
natural resistance lo the rgt-con- 
c«r cells.
It is possible that a drug or 
combination of drugs and spe­
cific cell antibodies could be used 
build up resistance to these 
cancer cells, thus preventing for­
mation of new cancer colonies. | 
"If we can find a chemical ex­
planation of why anti-metabolites I 
work in this ra t tumor, then we 
can attempt to apply it to other j 
species, Including eventually hu­
mans,” said Dr. Darrach.
He said he Is not optimistic] 
about an early break-through 
because we still have a great 
deal to learn about the cancer 
problem before any enthusiasm | 
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DARTMOUTH, N.S. (CP)-Bal-] 
moral games here July 5 will in­
clude a parade, highland dancing 
piping and sports competitions] 
followed by a street dance.
TOURIST kELPERS
FORT PRANCES, Ont. (CPI- 
After learning that many tourists ] 
from the United States may pass 
through this border town without 
knowing Its name, the Chamber 
of Commerce decided to hire two] 
girls to act as receptionists.
FAST GETAWAY
VANCOUVER (CP) — A shop-] 
lifter fled in a taxi after stealing 
12 cartons of cigarets vallued at 
$35 from a .supermarket here. Af­
ter offering to pay In the store] 
he da.shed out to the waiting cab.
STUDENTS HELP 
B R  A N T F O R D , ,  Ont. (CP)] 
Workers counting contributions to 
a cancer campaign found among 
them one for $11, all In pennies, 
nickels and dimes contributed by] 
public school students.
HELP AT HAND
WINNIPEG (CP)-Slx - year-1 
old Jimmy Reid picked a conven­
ient place to go trce-cllmblng. He] 
got stuck 15 feet up, and was res­
cued by firemen from the idatlon 
across the street. ' ‘
IGA ■ ’•  ̂  ̂ •
CHEESE SLICES s o r .p r g  33c
IGA BREAD AND BUTTER
PICKLES 16 oz Jar   .................. ........  31C
IGA INSTANT
COFFEE 6 oz. Jar . . . . ........ „ 1.09
IGA POTATO
CHIPS 4/2 oz. pkg...... 23 c 14 oz. pkg........  59c
IGA SUNNY MORN
COFFEE 1 lb. b a g ... .............   75c
IGA
GARBAGE BAGS Pkg. of 2 5 ..........39c
IGA
LUNCH SACKS Pkg. of 2 5 .....  2 for 27c
SPECIAL IGA TABLERITE
CANNED HAM 1 % lb .tin  .  .
SPECIAL-HEINZ TOMATO
KETCHUP 11 oz.bottle  -  .  . 2for49c
CARDEN HOSE
I S O .  f t .  M  M  W  n  H I  M  M H  W  W  M  M  « ■  w ' ,  W  M
IGA Tablerite Q uality M eats Daily Fresh Produce
Holiday Food Specials You Need
HEREFORD
CORNED BEEF 12 or (io ....... 43c
SWIFTS >
PREAH 12 oz. tin ........................... ....... 47c
SCOT PAPER
TOWELS fSfProU . . 2 for 49c
ALLvSWEET
MARGARINE ,,u.pEg 2 for 65c
s w if t n in g
SHORTENING lu . ..... . . 31c
YORK FANCY
CREAM CORN ,5 or u„ 2 for 27c
PURITAN










Pork, Veal and Beef 
Not sliced .................. Lb.
6 oz. pkg. .Each 53c
CRAY DUNN BISCUITS — Large 8 oz. pkg.
I’aiicy A-i Digest- O






















R e a l
LEMONADE or ORANGE
Concentrate
6 oz. Un ........................
GRAPE
Concentrate
6 oi. fin .... ....... .....
i 2  f „ r 4 9 c
Potatoes 6 l> > *4 9 c
LETTUCE crisp, green, 2 ;^’$ ............Each 23c
CARROTS new bulk ...........  ......... 2 ibs. 19c
SNOBOY
ORANGES 2>j doz. In bucket ... ... . 89c
RAINBOW COLOR
NAPKINS Pk. of ao.... 2 for 35c
ZEE WHITE OR COLOR
TOILET TISSUE Cello w r a p p e d 2 for 25c
LILY HOT
DRINKING CUPS or, cop. 49c
LILY COLD
DRINKING CUPS 28-7 or cop, 49c
PRICES EFEEC’TIVE THURSDAY, FRIDAY, 
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Funeral Homes
Tbe intcrior’i  Fine it Mortury
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wc offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings, 




KEEPING room. Phone 3967.
tf
SUITES AT C & C APART 
MENTS. Edgewood Road. Bank 
head. Phone 8613. tf
Building M aterials
Board and Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
239
Coming Events
KELOWNA ELKS CLUB wish to 
remind their members and many 
friends of the Gala opening of the 
Summer Season Dances, com­
mencing Saturday, May 17, 10 
p.m. 220
TWO WHEELED TRAILER -  
Apply 3041 Richter St. Phone 
8549. 221
HARD TIME HOCKEY HOE- 
DOWN, which was to be held at 
Legion Hall, Saturday. May 17, 
has been postponed. Date will be 
announced later. 218
f NURSES’ CABARET SUPPER 
Dance May 16, Aquatic, 10 p.m 
1:30 a.m. Tickets at Long's. 219
Business Personal
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and carpenter work. Phone 2028 
after 6 p.m. J. Wanner. 240
1 EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS 
Altering and repairing a specialty 
Phone 4685. 231
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
222
SHIRT COLLARS TURNED ETC 
No calls Saturday. Phone 7746.
221
We Repair Electrical 
Household Appliances
Quick Service 





A W N I N G S
Keep out the sun with metal roll­
up type, or stationery awnings, 
in lovely jiermanent colors. Also 
wood type stationery. Custom 
built and completely' installed. 
Phone Marlow Hicks at 2646 or 
6329 for estimates. 220
ROOM AND BOARD
ESMOND LL’MBER CO., LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C., 
Glenburn 1500. 231
INTERIOR MOBILE HOMES 
Rutland Rd. and Vernon Highway
Call or phone for information on 
new or used trailers. Also house 
trailer hauling. Fully insured, 





you’re planning to fence your 
property see us first for materials 
and plans.
All sizes and lengths of Cedar, 
Spruce, Fir or Pine for Picket, 
Basket Weave, Ranch Style or a 
fence of your own design. Gal­
vanised nails, wood preservative 
and stains obtainable at 
W5I. HAUG & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
M. W. F. tf
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
it Service — Peachland, B.C. 
Phone Peachland 687. 219
TRANS-CANADA RENT A Traif 
er System. Tom’s Ellis St. Royal 
ite Service. Phone 3302. 217
Property For Sale
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped 
Interior Septic Tank Service 
Phone 2674. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE —
Free estimates. Doris Guest.
Phone 2481. tf
MODERN MISSION HOME
Modern 2-bedroom home in Oka 
nagan Mission, large garage and 
chicken house; 2 acres of very 
good soil, approximately half 
acre of young cherry trees and 
some strawberries. All under irri 
gdtion. Full price $7,000 with 
terms.
Ideal building lot on Glenmore 
Drive. Lot is 6$ x 150. Full price 
$1,100 cash.
JOHNSTON & TAYLOR
BEAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846














Fireplaces, Chimneys, Planters, 
Concrete or Pumice Blocks, 
Tiled Porches and Patios, etc. 
For free advice and estimates
Call or Phone
828 Cawston Ave. Phone 2510 
M. W. S, tf
TIMBER LOSSES
EDMONTON (CP) — The pro­
vincial forestry branch estimates 
that between 1930 and 1957 more 
than 15.000,000,000 board feet of 
timber were destroyed by forest 
fire in northern Alberta. This in 
eluded 2,000,000,000 board feet of 
sawlog timber, which now would 
be worth perhaps $70,000,000.
POOR OUTLOOK
VANCOUVER (CP) — Only 
handful” of job offers have been 
received from University of Brit­
ish Columbia students seeking 
summer employment, a spokes-
Position W anted
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN PRES- 
ently without income, urgently de­
sires work immediately. Phone 
8505. 220
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME — 
Basement and carport, oak floors 
arid tile. 883 PattersOn Ave.
218
FOR CARPENTRY WORK — 
cabinets or finishing, sash and 
frames. Phone 8447. 224
SINGLE MAN SEEKS STEADY 
employment as janitor anywhere 
in B.C. Write Box 5108M Daily 
Courier. 222
ALMOST NEW HOME IN KEL­
LER addition. Three bedrooms, 
fourth bedroom in full basement. 
Fully modern. Down payment 
$7000. 2041 Keller Place. No Sat­
urday calls. 219
Auto Financing
« M)T5. 5MC£ ft's
IVic CcUnCM EAJUH AS 
KS'iJ.Aa >OU )(A\S t)  
VO IS VvOSK sows 
FECTLlZEe, ftATAVjSS 
AM7 B0N£ MEAt tra  
THE SOl.—TViEN A 
STiCk
WOtAD'TAXE COOT 




0!LCf2 THE CWTEP 
KVATEZ'AL-BUT MJNCl 
KOMt TOAlTAKE CAIJS 
OF TkE GAKDEM ALOmE 
AS m  K  VECY BUSY 
wmt scAvE scEwnFC 
WOTUMOS!
EAGER HELPERS 
FORT WILLIAM. Ont. (C P )- 
Relics such as copper spears and 
arrowheads and vintage record- 
players are shown in a museum 
a school in Paipoonge town­
ship. Since municipal officials 
started the museum residents of 
the area have become enthusias­
tic contributors.
' f  /  ^
S i WIKS!
Easy Money Big Problem 
In Canada, Say Experts
UNIQUE STAIRCASE 
OTTAWA (CP) — A free-stand­
ing curved stairway linking the 
first and second floors in Ot­
tawa’s new city hall is described 
as the only one of its kind in 
North America. It is supported 
only at both ends. The building 
Is to be completed in June.
7 9 8
IIARAILESS WEAPON
ATIKOKAN, Ont. (CP) — A 
Bren gun stolen two years ago 
from an exhibit at a carnival was 
found recently under brush and 
debris, so rusted as to be prac-
tically worthless. ’The bolt had 
been removed before the weapon 
was stolen.
DELAYED ARRIVAL
KELWOOD, Man. (CP) — Two 
violin strings and a guitar pick, 
ordered from a mail order house 
in January, 1938, have just ar­
rived for Alex Diompson, now 
dead. His son learned they had 
been hidden behind the'lining of 
a railway baggage car.
FOR QUICK RESULTS 
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Press SUff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — Now you see 
it, now you don't.
That, in the eyes of some fed­
eral economists, sizes up the cur­
rent trend in Canada towards 
"easy money.”
"Easy money 
a situation in which borrowers 
find there is plenty of money 
available for loans and in which 
interest rates are extremely low.
Some economists, looking over 
the situation, agree money is 
easier to get now than, say, two 
years ago when the former Lib­
eral administration began impos­
ing credit restraints.
But the impact of some ofman said. More than 1,000 stu- _ 
dents were expected to be with-1 those restraints remain. One bor- 
out jobs this summer. j^ers on the high interest rates for
long-term loans, such as mort 
SPECIAL MATERIAL 1 gages. The other touches on re-
Kaolin is another name for strictions in c h a r t e r e d  bank 
China clay, a fine white sub- loans 
stance used for manufacture of|i5 p .c . REQUIREMENT
fine porcelain.
Help W anted
CAR BUYERS: OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you make 
a better deal. See us for details 
now, before you buy. Carruthers 




Experienced Backhoe Operator. 
Singer and Snowsell Ltd. 
Phone 2834
'  215-217, 220
OPENINGS FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
graduates with Junior or Senior 
matriculation desiring..^  learn 
a profession. Apply Rutherford, 
Bazett St Co., Chartered Account­








Taken by our photographer. It Is I 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the news. Send 
them to your friends or put them j 
in your album.
Large Glossy 6̂ 4 x 8Vi 
Only $1.00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 1 
Order at the Business Office
Two years ago the B a n k  of 
I Canada got agreement of the 
chartered banks to keep at least 
15 per cent of deposits in liquid 
assets. That, in effect, reduced 
the amount of money available 
for commercial lending. That 15̂
PRINTED PATTERN
WILL SELL FOR ANY REASON­
ABLE cash offer 1957 Vt ton Ford 
Delux. Will take small trade! 
Phone 4025 days, 3422 evenings.
221
PACKINGHOUSE FOREMAN 
Applications, stating experience 
and salary expected, should be 
mailed to The Winoka Co-Opera­
tive Exchange, Okanagan Centre, 
B.C. 220
WANTED. CAPABLE HOUSE­
KEEPER. Good with children. 




man to act as doorman 
a t Param ount Theatre. 
W ork Is In evenings 
and on Saturdays, and 
would su it someone 




WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for—sale’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
1952 FORD FORDOR — MUST 
sell, leaving for U.S.A. Many 
extras. Apply 1017 Bernard. 
Phone 4570. 217
1956 METEOR STATION WAGON 
Forced to sell. Owner leaving 
town. Four door, very low mile­
age, power steering, two tone, 
radio, new tires, tinted glass. 
Phone 2049 days. 4658 after 6 p.m,
222
1955 25 H.P, JOHNSON OUT 
BOARD motor. Excellent condl 





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 Insertion per word 34
CAR ’TOP BOAT RACK. Can be 
seen at 1380 Richter. 220
tf
For Rent
COMFORTABLE ROOM WITH 
breakfast. Quiet surroundings, 
week or month. Reasonable. 
Phone 8679. tf
n e w  2 BEDROOM HOUSE AT 
North end foiF .saveral months, 
N(» children please. Phono 4468.
, 2l8
Boats and Engines
Run-a-bouts and Car-Top 
Plywood Boats
Built In the Okanagan 
For Okanagan Waters
We Repair and Fibreglass your 
boat, Wo sell Boat Lumber and 
Plywood.s and Fibreglass 
materials npd Kits
Kelowna M illwork Ltd.
455 Smith St. Dial 2816
Wed., Sat, tf
3 consecutive
Insertions ____ per word
6 consecutive insertions 
or m o re ________per word 2i |
ClasslBed Display
One insertion  ______;.$1.12 Inchl
3 consecutive
Insertions ..... .............1,05 lnch|
9 consecutive insertions
or more ............—....... inchl
Classified Cards 
3 count lines dally 9.00 month!
Dally for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Bach additional line .  2.00 month
One inch daily ___ 17.50 month]
One Inch




per-cent floor still exists.
The central bank’s interest 
rate — the charge on loans to 
chartered banks and other lend­
ing institutions—also reflects con­
ditions in the money market.
This rate now has dropped to 
1.88 per cent from the high of 4.33
iisuallv denotes August. This should
® ^  ̂ normally reflect easier lending
conditions. But to the surprise of 
some economists, while interest 
rates on short-term loans have 
dropped, rates on long..- term 
loans, such as mortages, are still 
high.
In fact, the gap between short 
term and long - term rates has 
widened and this is considered 
an unusual situation.
MAY BE DELIBERATE 
The central bank can influence 
rates to some extent through its 
market operations — through the 
sale and purchase of government 
bonds.
One informed view is that the 
central bank may be taking de­
liberate action to encourage a re 
tention of a high rate on long 
term issues, perhaps as a par­
tial measure of credit restraint.
It is known there is continuing 
concern in federal quarters over 
inflation. The recession appar­
ently did little to reduce prices 
generally. Living costs are at an 
all-time high and are still climb­
ing. 1
But the continuing high rate in 
Canada is forcing many borrow­
ers to go the United States for, 
funds. Interest rates there are 
generally lower. Of course in­
creased borrowings in the U.S. 
tend to increase Canada’s foreign 
indebtedness.
Monetary policy became an is­
sue in the last general election 
campaign. Governor Janies E. 
Coyne of the Bank of Canada 
said in his annual report that 
there had been no "tight money” 
policy as suggested by the Pro­
gressive Conservatives.
Finance M i n i s t e r  -Donald 
Fleming said Mr. Coyne was put 
ting his own interpretation on 
phrase "tight money.”
’The Progressive Conservative 
government, he said, had moved 
to. ease the tight money condi­
tion since it first took office last 
June.
A SNAP I PRACTICALLY brand 
now 1956 Johnson privately owned 
30 H.P. Outbont^ Motor. Will 
sacrifice for $300 or best offer, 
May be seen at Kelowna Marino 
and Equipment Ltd. tf
Fuel And Wood
BUSH WOOD AND SLABS FOR 
Sale. Phone Ivan Spletzcr a t 6367
218
A rticles For Sale
FOUR ROOM SUITE Wl'TH 
bath. Close In. No smal^children. 
1470 St. Paul* ' 217.
YRINCK C H A R L E S LO DG E
Rwms by day. week, month 
Community kitchen, all faclUtlea 
8 ^  Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
239
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS 
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
Bpcclnlty. Cbmmcrcial Steel St 
Metals, 6136 Wlllingdon, Burnaby 
2, Vancouver, B.C.
" THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave.. 
phono 8215. tf
IJVRGE GROUND FLOOR DU- 
PLEX suite, 5, rooms and Jtoth. 
No animals. Apply 832 Bernard 
Ave,
I.IGHT HOUSEKEEPING Room. 
Apply 890 liernaid Sx*, n \
TW oTtw krsU r^^^^ — FUi,LY 
hirntshed, hi good home. GikkI 
1} lochtlbn, electric rangelte and 
I 'AduUa ^ iy«  2JMI
■i.R̂ ndoiK PhohC!®?®®''.
emte, Pb«4M 2^18. 11
BY 9* 'TOURIST TENT. Phone 
8549. 221
CRAFTSMAN ELECTRIC 
hand saw with case $64.00. Sing­
er treadle sewing machine $30.00, 
Sinith-Coronn portable typewriter 
$45.00; Piano $175.00; Lawn awing 
$35.00. 2041 Keller Place. Phono 
8117, no Saturdoy calls, 219
Gardening an d ^ u rsery
EMERGENCY 
PHONE NUMBERS
Police —  










If nnable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2722
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sunday*, Holiday* and 
Wednesdaya 
2 pm. to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 





Choose nature's own colors to 
paint” this cross-stitch picture, 
Fawns, handsome in any room 
are fascinating to do. ^
Eight-to-the-inch crosses. Pat 
tern 798: transfer of 20 x 26 inch 
picture, large color chart, key 
and directions.
Send THIRTy-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be ^accept- 
ed) for this pattern to LAURA 
WHEELER, The Kelowna Daily 
Courier Pattern Dept. 60 Front 
St. W., Toronto, Ont. Print plain­
ly PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
As a bonus, TWO complete 
pattterns are printed right in our 
LAURA WHEELER Needlecraft 
Book. Dozens of other designs 
you’ll want to order—easy fascin­
ating handwork for yourself, your 
home, gifts, bazaar items. Send 







ONCE ONLY EACH EVENING AT 7:30 P.M. 








CDtOR br M LUKR
HmF̂ -UKMiiDiiMeK
ADVANCED PRICES THIS PICTURE 
Evenings: AuuUs 85c Students 60c Children 25e 
Sat. Before 5 p.m. Adults 60c, Students 50c, Children 15e
t r
____  ' SIZES'
,9 1 9 9  r « f  10-18
LINES DIVINE
By MARIAN MARUN
Sheer bewltchcry—that’s t  
beautiful effect this dress w 
have upon your figure I Its slren- 
sllm llncs-^vlne! And with oiir 
Printed Pattern, even that stun­
ning crisscross neckline becomes 
very simple to spw.
Printed Pattern ,9199: Misses’ 
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Size 16 
requires "KSk yards 35-inch fabric.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFl’X CENTS (50c) In 
coins (stamps cannot bo accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS 
STYLE,NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAh 
MARTIN, The Kelowna Dally 




$2,000.00 DOWN PAYMENT 
FULL PRICE ONLY $6,300.00
BOXOTILUNG AND PLOUGH 
Ing done. Phona 3104. tf
Equipment Rentals
n j o c S T " ^
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. D and B Paint 
Spot J4d« For dtUdla phona 3636.
.................  IRhM-W-r,
Will buy this mcHlcrn bungalow shunted on quiet road, just 
outside city limits. Has two bedrooms, diningroom, nice kitchen 
with 220 wiring. Nicely landscaped. \
'■ I ' , *
See tbU cxcrptianal buy with
LUPTON AGENCIES LIMITED
1536 0 X I S  STitEET —  PHONE 4400 
Evenings
Ifen  M oc 8^14 Rex Xaptoq 2549
; 3 0 P-nt.
OKANAGAN  
TRADING POST
We Buy Anything 
VERNON RD. 3 MILES OUT
SPECIAL KIDDIES’ MATINEE 
SATURD^MORNING AT 10:00 a.m. 
Doors Open at 9:30 a.m.
S t w f t i n ^  
U R S D A Y ! ^ m /
itfifs t, fl\




aaCKJI  MTVIIIM MM a TUCaOl
IKCAMQt()irnMUinM
•NMM uwno Mtnm
(At 8:50-11:45) (At 10:201





Highway 97 North At City Limits
"Summer Love” "Naked In The Bun’*
BOYD
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Wednesday and Thursday 
May 14 and 15 
DOUBLE BILL
"YO U NG  GUNS"
Outdoor Drama 
Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot 
—  ALSO —
"DESTINATION
6 0 , 0 0 0 "
Action Drama
Preston Foster, Pat Conway
Daring the Supersonic 
Unknown
—  COMING — 
Friday and Saturday 
May 16 and 17
"JO HNNY










Now’s your chance to get acquainted 
w ith our rich, c r e a m y  thick Malta and 
, Shakes, roada with amooiher DAIBT^
V'
T h is  O ffe r  Is For 
T h u rfd a y , M a y  15 O n ly
X
q u e e n *! Provo t6 yourself thakl 
d a ir y  QUEEN IS B K 'tT B B B ette r
tas ting .be tte r for you, too. You’H l w
\ the deliclouB dlfforonco of DA»RM 
q u e e n  malts, shakes, sundaes and ' 
other taste treata-aerved to you freeh
from the froeter at the vory peak of Ha
flavor. Made from pure, pasteurised 
milk, DAIRY Q U l^N  Has more vlta-^ 
mins* *, more bono-bolldlhg minerals, 
more musclo^^nlnB proteins than an 
equal serving ̂  ordinary ice crown.
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y  HEALTH COLUMN
It's  Not Cute If Tot 
Persists In Baby Talk
By Ilrrm an N. Bundrsen, M.D. |language sounds. Dr. Powers ex 
n-.K.. u .  .plains, usually is related to par-
■ ”p ♦ / '  ' " ental methods of child traininga while. But if your ynunsster^^^^ child-parent
^persists with phrases.like "My|;;‘p3tionships 
daw after The emotional atmosnhere 
surrounding the young child is 
an effective force in determin-
wite wed twuck I 
the age of six. you had better; 
take action, j
V**' ling his speech developmentand eiRht..-ear-olds Is a signal! Or. Powers says that when 
of retarded development, or in 
fantile preservation. If




usually can be cured, 
arc caught In time.
BPECIAL THERAPY
Alxiut 5 p<‘r cent of Chicago’s 
school children have variou.s 
speech di.sorders serious enough 
to require siiecial s(x*ech ther- 
t^apy, according to Dr. Margaret 
Hall Powers, .sjyech specialist 
for the Chicago Board of Edu­
cation. The nation."!! average, 
she reports, is about the same.
Some 80 tier cent of these 
speech disorders in Chicago 
area children receiving therapy
ays
the mother, in particuisr. is not 
of pleasure and grati- 
oj tnejfication to the infant, the speech 
f sounds she makes become nega-
II iney, ijve]y conditioned and the child 
I  tends to reject them and with­
draw from thorn.
DEL/VYED DEVELOPME-VT 
Thus, he is not motivated to 
produce speech sounds himself 
and hw speech development is 
delayed and distorted. Condi­
tioning the ■ child to fac t stress­
es, she says, may prevent speech 
disturbances.
As for extended baby talk, 
Dr. Powers explains that infan­
tile perseveration is likely to be 
n.ssociatcd with general imma-
SKY CAR APPROACHES REALITY
arc avoidable tvj)es, such as ex- turity in the child. Usually, it 
tended u.se of babv talk, lisping, 
lolling and stutterin:'.
h in d e r  p r o g r e s s
, Speech disorders, like baby
IS the chilli who lacks motiva­
tion for growing up, who finds 
strong emotional satisfaction in 
remaining a dependent, protect-
^  in older children, can hin'-jed baby, who is likely tb spout 
der a chrld s academic progress baby talk at the age of six or
and social adju.stmcnt at school, 
even though he may have the 
same intelligence capacity as his 
I . cla.ssmates.
' •  Speech retardation, naturally, 
causes poor articulation. This 
leads to confusion and difficulty 
In learning to read and spell. 
Obviously, this can lead to frus- 
tradon, embarrassment and hu­
miliation and ultimately result- 
In feelings of insecurity and in 
feriority.
CAUSE OF INABILITY
Inability of a child to produce
older.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
D.G.: What causes a cyst on 
the ovary to rupture?
Answer: At the time of ovu­
lation, or when the egg is ready 
to rupture from the ovary, a 
cyst of thhe ovary occasionally 
ruptures.
The motorist of the not-too- 
distant future may be able to 
cruise over the highway at 100 
miles an hour in a unique low 
vehicle that docs not touch the 
road. Above is an artist’s con­
ception of the rcscatch air­
craft, constructed for the U.S. 
army and now nearing comple­
tion at Piaseckl Aircraft Corp. 
in PhUadelphia. The machine is 
not a designer’s dream of the
distant future, but a practical 
craft scheduled to make its 
first flight this spring. The 
"Sky Car” will have no wings 
or conventional propellers. It 
will be powered by two horizon­
tal three-bladed rotor-props, 
one at the front and one at the 
rear, which will support the 
low craft on two columns of air. 
The rotor-props are shielded for 
safety.
LOVE COLOR
To make themselves beautiful 
girls in New Guinea rouge their 




By B. JAY BECKER 
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Calgary W ill 
A ir Canada 
For U.K. Kids
CALGARY (CP)-British school 
children will be given an insight 
into ‘the Canadian way of life 
when an hour-long tape recording 
no V being prepared by a fcal^ary 
school is aired over the British 
Broadcasting Corporation on May 
19.
Teachers and students at Ken-
West cannot have K-Q-J or he
would have' opened the king
,®^J®®*}{sington Road School have been 
busy preparing the recording in 
j:.]?? j  response to requests contained indiamonds, while if West had four 
diamonds nothing can be gained 
by ducking.
’The play at trick two, whether 
to tackle hearts or clubs first, 
also has only one answer. A club 
honor should be led and finessed.
First, let’s examine the effect 
of the club play in the actual 
hand. West wins, but can do no 
better than cash two diamonds. 
Eventually, East makes the ace 
of hearts and declarer makes 
nine tricks.
Now as to why the club play is 
correct:
1. If West has both ace of 
hearts and king of clubs; the con­
tract cannot be made. This case 
is therefore dismissed from con 
sideration.
2. If West has neither ace of
a similar tape recording sent 
here last year from Knowlbank 
County School at Huddersfield in 
Yorkshire.
The Huddersfield tape outlined 
the school’s activities, gave sam­
ples of traditional English songs 
and posed a number of questions 
about Canadian school life.
Calgary’s program is divided 
into three parts. The first pre­
sents h i s t o r i c a l  songs and 
stories: the second described the 
country and takes the listener on 
a musical tour of Canada.
In the third section, Calgary 
students attempt to answer some 
of the questions put by Hudders­
field youngsters. Among other 
things they wanted to know "how 
does a boy become a Mountie?’’ 
They also asked what special 
dishes Canadians eat at Christ­
mas.
The Calgary program also feat­
ures the school’s 60-voice choir 
and eight-piece Orchestra.
Principal A. Juzmar, who is 
preparing the script, says a sim­
ilar exchange may be set up with 





There is no question that some 
hands are more dificult to playjhearts nor king of clubs, the con- 
than others. Here is one to test! tract will make regardless of 
the mettle of any player. For a j which suit is played first. This
true test, the play should be 
planned without looing at the 
East-West cards,
A diamond is opened ^nd un 
less declarer climbs up with the 
ace at trick one he is doomed to!
case is of no concern.
3. If West has only the ace of 
hearts, finessing the club wins 
the hand, though it is granted 
the heart play first also succeeds.
4. If West has only the king of
defeat. Thus, if the diamond isiclubs, finessing the club at once
ducked. East wins with the queen! 
and returns the eight. Declarer 
can got nowhere without eventu­
ally tackling th e ‘club .suit, and 
when he does, We.st defeats him. 
'The reason declarer goes u)
with the ace is that it is obvious hand.
is absolutely essential to make 
the contract.
Conclusion: ’The club play at 
trick two can win the hand but 
cannot be the cause of losing it. 
’The heart play first can lose the
FOR TOMORROW
You may expect some pres­
sures now. Certain persons will 
be difficult to handle, so tread 
warily. Don’t aggravate suci 
situations. Avoid extravagance, 
too.’ A tendency to overspend 
during this period could cause 
trouble later.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates it would 
be advisable to curtail all un­
necessary expenditures and to 
avoid extravagance for the bal­
ance of 1958 — despite good per­
iods for gain in June and Sep­
tember. Do not permit the ad­
verse influences in this connec 
tion to cause you anxiety during 
the remaining months, but do
you want to wind up the year "in 
the black.”
Betwen now and late Septem­
ber, ydu may have to concen­
trate rather heavily on job mat- 
ters» but the results will be well
worthwhile, since the stars indi 
cate generous reward for your 
.efforts in October. The latter 
month will also be extremely 
propitious for selling (not buying) 
property. Social and domestic 
matters should prove generally 
harmonious for the balance of 
the year, but be wary in dealing 
with partners or other business 
associates in November. Look for 
some good news late in Decem­
ber.
A child born on this day will 
be practical, reliable and metic-
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rifas Bm oafflaa 
UH'zIHail
KQH
■ a n a a
H an  wraniiaaf*:' 
wamninra " 
wancuiHa rasn 
aM diw ina  
ijuniiid  r4nr*:f4r;i 















DAILY CRirrTOQlIOTE ~  Here’s tiow to work Iti
a x v d l b a a r r  
Is L O N Q F E L L O W
THE OLD HOME TOWN
DOC, w m t t h e s e
M ECHANIZED HOME 
SARDBNSiTOU D O ^  
GETMANYCALLS
TOTeEATHOEh " 
h a n d le  ^
B U S T E R S .
II A
.N O P E -B U T  I , 
SE L L . A  LO T  Cfj 
S O r r - S E A T  ,
^  c u s h i o n s !
STKHL^
I <*_D O C PILLSB U R Y S FAVORITE* 
SPR|N<fi' P R e S C e iP T I O A l"
I 9iuT\AM 9r)n>wsTk Do. wsMui AKum sssssvfn 5-14
W O U I P N T  Y O U  K N O W  
T H A T A C l ^ U K E A t R .  
K R E S I O N  H A D
ANY I M T E R E S T  I N  S P O R T S ?

















One letter slmnty stands foroanothcr. In this sample A la uaei] 
lOT the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc, Single letteta, apoatropheaj 
the length and formation of tho words are all hints. Each doy tho
codo letters are different.
A CRYTOORAM QUOTATION
S K H S  l E V A U  V K W X K  A U U W Z F  L A 7,
K H N N X K II 7, X A -  L W N S E 7,
Yeslerdsy’s Cryploquote: HF. KNOWS I llTLE WHO WILL 
[TELL lUS WIFE ALL HE KNOWS -  FULLER.
THi CflmR PAGODA Of VURNANFU
CrtioA • '
COST The  u r e  o p  it s  b u il d e r  , 
WHO was EKECUTEO for MAKiMG'
IT a replica  of a  PAdOMtume
m f f i m  p o u m e N o ry o fp e m m
\
FA M ILV \
‘A t i r
I te a iR T  H a r l e y(isT9*ieso> 
o f IUdnorimia’ .WA|«9 
WAS CteaEO TO THE 
BRITISH PARLIAMEMT
A sw eaem s \ s o f j s
-///S 2 GRANDSONS 
A N D  H IS
G R C A r-G R A N D S O NI  HI A—a lo, »-o o»>
-NOTEVB*CHESS! SOHOW H T
COOID A character N
appreciate how impoiciant
B A S E B A U A N D - 
FOOTBAU ARE
HEREC0»yiESFRANK£NSTaH\peiW6^- 
HIWSELF! 60L-iXwouldr  /'MDT^HAVEl^ 




TKE SHOCK TO THE 
PEOPLE OF THE U.S.
IF ONE OF OUR CABINET 
MEMBERS... SAY THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE, 
OR DEFENSE...WERE 
sudden ly to  DEFECT 
TC R U SS IA ? ^ '
un thin ka ble, g ra ves'  
UNTHINKABLE!
EXAaLY! SO WtMlNIT 
THE CONSTERNATION IH ̂  IT  
RUSSU IF A MEMBER ,
OF THE PRESIDIUM 
DEFECTED TO THE 
FREE WORLD.
BUT L  DON’T  
ENVY THAT PILOT ' 
SAWYER HIS JOB 
OF VYING TO GIT | 
THIS CHARACTER 




GOT NERVE, HE'S 60T 
SK ILL... AND HE'S
LUCKY.
Y 5 $ l WE’LL r e  
THEM, BOT BE CAUDOOS 
—  T H e y  ARE  VERY
Om e  O r ru e  g u a r d s  l a s n e s  o u t
B A C K W A R V G A T 6 B ^ A L  LE U P A R -.




LEFT THE WATER 






ALEXANDER BROKE A TOOTH 
PLAYING BA LL AND IS 
AT TH E DENTIST'S
OH, MAN 
WHAT A JOB 
RAISING A 
.FAMILY.',
DONT WORRY, DEAR-THINK 
WHAT A COMFORT AND JOY 
OUR CHILDREN W ILL BE TO ' ' 
US IN OUR 
OLD AGE
m YEH.BUT IF  THEY JU ST WOULONt 
TR Y  TO BRING 




THAT KID I 
WASTELLIN’ 
YOU ABOUT, f  
JOE./J-—---- '




C50S H , G RANDM A. He J 
A C TU A LL.V  LIKES (— 





l.P U N N O ... 






J’ BE LATE 
TOSCHOOLf]
H U R R Y /
,   ̂^  r r s  A L M O S T
YOU WORK TOO 
HARP.JUpy: m  
GOING AFTER AW 







A F F O R D  A 
SPORTS 
CAR/
I 'M  NOT A comoy/ AW V ’J 
FATHER SENT ME TO ROGERS' 
RANCH TO LEARN THE CATTLE 
bu sin ess  ...BOT THOSE
SADDLEBUMS CAN'T._______ ^
TEACH.^
ANypUNG! SEE / f f i r i S  
VDU l a t e r !
this  is BRUNO RIMPLE'S PLACE, 
RO/! HE FAKES HAVIN'BUM 
FEET, WHILE HIS DAUGHTER 
ALL TH'WORK I
THAT MUST BE HIM IN 
THE HAMMOCK! W EU  
500N KNOW IF HE'S 




BTOf* TH'3 P/Y- ) • [  
. D R E A M I N G / j i
UNLESS YCW FiMiSM VtXJR 
ASSIGNMENT » /  THREE O tUO O C  
V O U U  HAV8 TO OTAV APTHR
SCHOOL̂  J
...ANPIPHATB T03BB  
CAROL ANN C A R R V lN »M |R  









On Your Present W asher
Autom atic
t .. ‘ A \ ■
V';
'. -I' 'A V',vt-:s 
, " , \ ' '  '< 
■%
' ‘:rviv-.
Bet Flexible Control Dial and forget It 
, . . you con do your whole wash automa­
tically, or lisa the dial to skip or repeat 
parts of the washing cycle. Welgh-To- 
Save Door and Soap ’N Water Saver 
show you how much detergent and water 
to use for every load. Revolving Agitator 
Washing saves up to. 10 gallons ot water 
with every load , . . without ra-ualng 
dirty, cold ,water. Slanting front and 
shelf Uke door make loading and unload­
ing. from a standing position . . . easy.
Reg. $ 3 9 9 .9 5
NOW
3 0 9 9 5
on a
2 2  C U B I C  F O O T
Priced a t 
O n l y : . .
$200 Trade-In
s • . >
» t
For Your Present Refrigerator  ̂




Big family capacity . . . big cabinet ronvenience. Full-width, 51 lb. 
Freerer with wrap-around freezing plates for uniform temperatura 
. . .  18 lb. Meat Keeper provides all tha perfect conditions for safe,, 
long-time storage . . . Glide-Out Shelves that smoothly bring foods 
in the rear, out to your fingertips . . . Twin Porcelain Humldrawers 
hold bushel . . . Cheesa and Butter. Keeper . . .additional Shelves 
In Door.
REGULAR $ 4 4 9  VALUEI
*~/̂ 0?<tt**l*****
$70 TRADE-IN
For Your Present W hite Enamel Range 
in W orking Condition on this Large Size
30-inth RANGE by
WESTINGHOUSE
A functionally designed 80'* range with custom features that take tha 
work out of cooking . . . Built-in Clock and Automatla Timer act as 
four separate features — an electric clock, an automatic oven control, 
a Minute Minder and an automatic appliance outlet control . . . Color 
Glance Controls glow to Indicate five distinct cooking temperatures 
. . . Ea.sl-Out Elements make cleaning up messy spillovera simple 
. . . 24” Miracle Sealed Oven guarantees uniform oven heal —- all the 
time . . . Infra-Red Broiler and Smokelesa Broiler Pan . . . Fluor­
escent Plntform Light and Automatie Oven Light.
REGULAR $ 3 4 9  VALUE!
N o t a 5 - Y e a r  
But a 1 0  -Y r .  G uaran tee
I O
’'***
B en n e tt'* Aro A lw a y * Y o u r  
Best Bet
For B etter V a lu e s
$66 TRADE-IN
For Your Present W hite Enamel Washer 
in W orking Order on this 
Largo Size 9 -lb . (
WRINGER WASHER by
WESTINGHOUSE
*  RILL SKIRT MODEL
*  AN EXCELLENT PURCHASE DURINQ  
BENNEH'S GREAT SPRING SALEI
'v.V'**'*
loiv̂  Down Payment
easy Budget Plan REGULAR $199 VALUE!
k
3 8 9 5 0
PLUS 3-YEAR FOOD SPOILAGE GUARANTEE
•  B iiiltin -Lock
•  Sealed U n it *  W arning Light
•  Dry W all Construction
•  A u to m atit In terio r Flood Light
, ' I « >,VK;
\
$50 TRADE-IN
For Your Present 
W hite Enamel Range
FAWCETT
All Fawcett 30", 36" and 40"'Gao Ranges ar# 
equipped yvllh a complela set of "Harmony ' back- 
Kunrd panels IN EACH OF THE FOUR COLOURK! 
You can InterchnngoJhetn kt home In a few minutes 
to bring a "new kKik" to ybur klteheii. PLUS! Full 
length nuoteseeiit lamps on the backgiiant, ANOl 
custom electric lima ef day clock willi ona hour 
Uma reminder,
REGilLAR $33 9  VALUE
